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Neuroblastoma (NB) is the most common extracraneal solid tumor diagnosed in the first 5 

years of childhood and accounts for approximately 15% of all pediatric cancer-related 

deaths. At the time of diagnosis, about half of NB patients present disseminated disease, 

being the bone marrow (BM) the most common site of dissemination. The persistence of 

infiltrated BM during treatment or relapse is predictive of patient poor outcome. The BM 

microenvironment has unique biologic properties that favor progression of disseminated NB 

tumor cells. In this environment, the receptor CXCR4 has a pivotal role for BM homeostasis 

and is involved in metastatic dissemination in several cancers. In NB, CXCR4 is expressed 

in tumor cells; however, its oncogenic role in relation with its ligand CXCL12 has shown 

contradictory results. Using an in vitro model that recapitulates low oxygen levels and 

chemokine signaling present in the BM environment, we explored whether CXCR4 together 

with MIF, a second ligand, is critical for NB survival and proliferation in the niche. We also 

evaluated MIF inhibition as a therapeutic option for NB. 

 

To develop a BM-based in vitro model, NB cells were cultured in different conditioned media 

(CMs) derived from supernatants of patient-derived BM primary cells (CM-BM) and NB cell 

lines (CM-NB) cultured alone, or in combination (CM-BM/NB). To mimic BM oxygen levels, 

NB cells were cultured under hypoxia (1% O2), as compared to cell culture normoxia (21% 

O2). Expanded BM cultures used to generate CMs contained a heterogenic population with 

a predominant cellularity positive for mesenchymal stromal markers measured by flow 

cytometry. Cytokine arrays and ELISA assays of CMs revealed MIF as the highest NB 

released cytokine, whereas CXCL12 was not detected. The expression of MIF and CXCL12 

signaling pathways was analyzed with different public NB databases.  Among the analyzed 

genes, the high expression of CXCR4 and MIF was associated with patient poor outcome 

and high-risk disseminated staging. To further explore the role of CXCR4/MIF axis in high-

risk disseminated NB, in vitro and in vivo functional studies were performed with or without 

the covalent MIF inhibitor 4-IPP and the CXCR4 antagonist AMD3100.  

 

When exposed to BM-derived CMs and hypoxia, BM-derived NB cell lines showed increased 

surface expression of CXCR4 by flow cytometry. The same culture condition increased 



phosphorylated levels of AKT/PI3K and ERK/MAPK measured by western blot. Cell viability 

assays showed that hypoxic conditions and BM-derived CMs enhanced NB cell proliferation 

at different time points. Similarly, in vivo, the co-injection of BM cells favored NB tumor 

progression by reducing engraftment times in contrast to NB injection alone. Using wound 

healing assays and Matrigel-coated Transwells, CM-BM/NB chemoattracted and enhanced 

migration and invasion of LAN-1 cells cultured under hypoxic conditions. These aggressive 

phenotypes promoted by the BM-based model were reverted by adding sub-lethal 

concentrations of the MIF inhibitor 4-IPP. We also explored whether MIF present in our CMs 

affected response to chemotherapy. After treatment with doxorubicin and etoposide at IC50 

values LAN-1 cell viability increased in CM-BM/NB compared to control media. In both 

cases, chemo-sensitivity was restored when 4-IPP was added to CM-BM/NB. Finally, the 

administration of 4-IPP delayed the tumor progression and increased mice survival in a LAN-

1 subcutaneous xenograft model.  

 

In conclusion, our findings provide new understanding of the contribution of BM 

microenvironment to NB progression. Based on our BM-model, the relationship between the 

BM microenvironment and NB cells appears mediate, in part, by the autocrine CXCR4/MIF 

signaling axis. Furthermore, our results suggested that MIF could represent a therapeutic 

target for the treatment of patients with high-risk NB.  
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Cancer is a group of diseases that are caused by an abnormal and uncontrollable cell 

division. In adults, cancer mainly originates as a result of accumulated alterations related 

with tissue self-renewal and environmental aggressions occurred during a life-course. Thus, 

adult cancer is principally an aging-related illness as its incidence increases in individuals 

above 70 years (1). Remarkably, 85% of adult cancers are carcinomas, which arise from 

epithelial cells that suffer a malignant transformation known as carcinogenesis (2).  In 

contrast, only 9% of pediatric tumors are carcinomas while 50% arise from non-epithelial 

cells, mostly from hematologic and Central Neuron System (CNS) tissues (3). Thus, 

childhood cancers have their own entities such as, neuroblastoma (NB), medulloblastoma 

or different types of sarcomas, and these entities are virtually absent during adulthood.  

 

Molecularly, pediatric cancers exhibit low mutation rates; instead, their oncogenic drivers 

are more related with genomic instability processes such as chromosomal rearrangements 

or epigenetic alterations (4). In contrast to the aging-related of adult tumors, the origin of 

pediatric entities occurs prenatally, during fetal development (5). On this account, the biology 

behind each childhood malignancy reflects their tissue ontogeny, resembling and behaving 

similar to the embryonic cell from which they arise.  

 

Due to their low incidence and the lack of targetable mutations, childhood cancer cannot 

always benefit from discoveries from adult cancer research (6). Therefore, specific scientific 

advances must be attained to fight against pediatric tumors that affect still-developing 

individuals with a long-life expectancy (7). Pediatric malignancies are complex and 

differential diseases that require specific translational and clinical research, as well as 

improved knowledge of basic human development in order to better understand, treat and 

cure. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

NB is the most common extracraneal solid tumor diagnosed during infancy and accounts for 

approximately 15% of all pediatric cancer-related death under 15 years (8, 9). NB is a highly 

heterogeneous disease, predominantly affecting children before the age of 5 years, being 

the median age at diagnosis 18 months. Worldwide, NB incidence is variable, being higher 

in countries with better medical surveillance, probably reflecting differences in diagnosis and 

registration practices among countries (10). In Spain, 66 NB cases are reported in infancy 

(< 5 years) annually, whereas only 1.7 cases between 10 to 15 years of age (11). NB tumors 

can arise anywhere along the Sympathetic Nervous System (SNS), mirroring its own origin 

during developmental stages in the sympathoadrenal (SA) lineage of the neural crest cells 

(NCC) (12).  At diagnosis, tumors can arise as localized or disseminated disease. Primary 

lesions are localized in the adrenal glands (50%), abdomen (20%), mediastinum (16%) and 

different locations along the parasympathetic paravertebral chain (13) (Figure 1).(14).  

 

Figure 1: Clinical Presentations of NB.  Tumors arise along the SNS, 
mainly in the adrenal medulla. Primary tumors could cause Horner's 
syndrome, cord compression and paralysis. Disseminated NBs often 
invade bone marrow, cortical bone and lymph nodes by means of the 
hematopoietic system. NBs can also metastasize to the liver, most notably 
in patients with stage 4S tumors (14). 



 

 

Localized tumors are conformed by a unique primary focus mostly asymptomatic and usually 

found incidentally (14). However, in some cases localized tumors can also be present with 

symptoms, mainly due to tumor mass compression on adjacent organs and tissues. For 

instance, tumors located along the trunk can expand and invade the intervertebral foramina 

and induce transverse myelopathy due to epidural compression (15). Other NB-related 

paraneoplastic disorders are: The Opsoclonus-ataxia syndrome, characterized by an 

irregular eye and limbs movements, the Horner’s syndrome, due to impaired function of 

cervical sympathetic ganglia, or treatment-resistant diarrhea and hypertension (16-19) 

(Figure 1).  

 

 

 

At the moment of diagnostic, 50% of NB patients show disseminated disease (12). The 

principal dissemination routes are hematogenous and lymphatic; homing in organs such as 

bone marrow (BM), cortical bone, liver, skin or lymph nodes. Unlike localized tumors, 

children with metastatic disease often suffer extensive and diverse systemic symptoms, 

mainly depending on primary tumor site or metastatic localization. Frequent symptomatology 

includes abdominal distension, bone pain and orbital ecchymosis or “raccoon eyes” (13). 

 

 

 

In 1971, a subset of disseminated NB with a good prognosis (5-year overall survival of 92%) 

was described as stage 4S (S calls for Special) (20). Stage 4S tumors represent 7-10% of 

all NB cases, with diagnosis restricted to patients younger than 18 months. These tumors 

normally present with a small primary tumor with disease dissemination restricted to the 

liver, skin, and minimal bone marrow spread (less than 10% BM involvement), although 

never affecting the cortical bone. The salient feature of Stage 4S is the possibility of 

spontaneously regression despite a large tumor burden, with little or no treatment. 

 



 

NB diagnosis requires a histopathologic evaluation and laboratory tests together with 

diagnostic imaging techniques that are used to evaluate clinical assessment and posterior 

disease evolution during treatment. The diagnosis requires a representative tumor sample 

obtained from a biopsy or surgical resection. Samples can be obtained either from the 

primary site or a disseminated lesion (including infiltrated BM aspirates). Tumor samples 

must be evaluated for its histopathological features (confirming the expression of 

synaptophysin (SYP), chromogranin A (CgA) and neuron-specific enolase (NSE) according 

to neuroblastic tumor classification systems (13) (Figure 2 A-B). In addition to histologic 

evaluation, NB patients also show elevated levels of catecholamine metabolites within urine 

and plasma, biomarkers used in either diagnostic and progression (21). 

 

 

 

 

Currently, the assessment of primary lesions and disseminated status either at diagnosis or 

during patient evolution includes different imaging technics: computed tomography, bone 

scintigraphy and radiologic I-metaiodobenzylguanidine (I-MIBG). The I-MIBG is a potent tool 

due to NB high avidity; however, some matured phenotypes or relapsed clones could loss 

this property (22-24) (Figure 2 E-H). However, the assessment of minimal residual disease 

(MRD) state is performed by histologic and laboratory analysis, since these increase NB 

detection sensitivity one or two orders of magnitude in comparison with imaging system’s 

(12). To this end, BM aspirate samples are evaluated periodically with standard histological 

protocols and Real-Time Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT-qPCR) in order to quantify the 

expression of NB high-specific marker such as Tyrosine Hydroxylase (TH), GD2 synthase 

(B4GALNT1), Cyclin D1 (CCND1) or Paired-like homeobox 2b (PHOX2B) (25-27). 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Historically, neuroblastic tumor classification rely on tumor cell histological differentiation 

grades in agreement to sample maturation traits. In 1984, Shimada H et al. proposed the 

first classification that correlated the histopathology traits with clinical behavior (28). A 

decade later, based on Shimada’s classification, it was established the International 

Neuroblastoma Pathology Classification (INPC) (29). The INPC classification relies upon 

two main characteristics: the neuroblastic maturation grade and the presence of 

Schwannian stroma. Together they could distinguish four major entities: Neuroblastoma 

(NB) composed of immature neuroblasts and Schwannian stroma-poor; Ganglioneuroma 

(GN) composed of ganglion cells, Schwannian stroma-dominant; Gangioneuroblastoma 

intermixed (GNB-I) and Ganglioneuroblastoma Nodular (GNB-N) composed of mixture of 

immature neuroblasts and ganglion cells, Schwannian stroma-rich. The NB entity can be 

further classified in three different sub-groups, based on neuroblast differentiation grade: 

Undifferentiated (U), poorly differentiated (PD) and differentiated (D) (Figure 3).  

 

Figure 2: Diagnostic and clinical assessment. a-b Diagnostic biopsy from 

a patient 3 years of age with undifferentiated NB (400× magnification). a 

The biopsy is composed of small, round, monomorphic cells with 

hyperchromatic nuclei and scant cytoplasm, characteristic of malignant 

NB. b Immunohistochemistry positive for SYP. e-h I-MIBG imaging at 

diagnosis. Radiographic imaging of a boy 18 months of age. e-f Primary 

adrenal tumor and metastasis to multiple bones, including the mandible 

with an associated mass (arrows). g Right adrenal primary tumor (arrow) 

and h bilateral lower extremities (arrow).  Adapted from (24). 



 

 

 

In order to add prognostic value to Shimada’s histopathologic classification, two clinically 

relevant variables were included into the INPC system; patient age at diagnosis (divided by 

two age cut-offs, 18 and 60 months) and the Mitosis-Karyorrhexis Index (MKI) (categorized 

in low, intermediate and high) (29, 30). INPC differentiates two different prognostic groups: 

Favorable Histology Group (FHG) and Unfavorable Histology Group (UHG), with a low-risk 

and aggressive biology, respectively (29, 30) (Table 1). 

 

In addition to the INPC system, in 1993 Brodeur GM et al. proposed a tumor classification 

system based on a combination of different clinical features mainly relying on surgical 

approaches, the International Neuroblastoma Staging Systems (INSS) (31) (Table 2). Since 

then, the INSS has been widely used. Note, the INSS classification system has been 

followed in the present thesis. However, a novel classification system has been recently 

proposed, the International Neuroblastoma Risk Group Staging System (INRGSS) (32). 

 

Figure 3: Histology examples of neuroblastic tumors in H&E staining (40x 

magnification): neuroblastoma (undifferentiated, poorly differentiated and 

differentiated), ganglioneuroblastoma (intermixed and nodular) and 

ganglioneuroma.  Courtesy of HSJD Pathology service. 



 

 

The INRGSS is the result of an international cooperative effort to simplify NB classification. 

It focuses on risk classification considering clinical and biological features of pre-treated 

tumors together with Image-Defined Risk Factors (IDRFs). In INRGSS, tumors are divided 

in four different stages including other important prognostic factors; patient age at diagnosis, 

histology, DNA ploidy and chromosomal alterations (v-myc avian myelocytomatosis viral 

oncogene (MYCN) amplifications or the loss of chromosome 11q) (32, 33) (Table 3). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2: INSS International Neuroblastoma Staging System (31). 

Table 1: INPC Staging and prognostic system: Neuroblastoma (NB), 

Ganglioneuroblastoma Intermixed (GNB-I), ganglioneuroma (GN), 

ganglioneuroblastoma nodular (GNB-N). Undifferentiated (UD), partially 

differentiated (PD), differentiated (D). Favorable Histology Group (light 

purple) Unfavorable Histology Group (dark purple). Mitosis-Karyorrhexis 

Index (MKI): low (L) (<100/5000 cells), intermediate (I) (100-200/5000 

cells) and high (H) (>200/5000 cells). *Nodular, depending on biopsy 

representation, I-MIBG, Catecholamine, BM metastasis (29,30). 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Despite NB etiology remains unknown, some genetic factors, both at constitutional and 

somatic levels, are considered to play a major role in NB oncogenesis (24, 34). The vast 

majority of NB cases are considered to be sporadic and its oncogenesis depend on some 

recurrent genomic and genetic alterations (35, 36) (Figure 4). 

 

The genetic alteration most robustly associated with NB poor outcome is the amplification 

of the MYCN gene (chromosome 2p24.3) being a biomarker for risk stratification (37) 

(Figure 4 A-B). At diagnosis, 20% of NB cases harbor MYCN amplification (more than four-

fold increase in the MYCN signal number compared to reference on chromosome 2 (38). 

This percentage increases up to 50% in patients with disseminated disease (24, 39). The 

MYCN amplification is associated with a high-risk stratification and poor outcome regardless 

of any other risk-associated factor such as NB staging or the age at the moment of diagnosis 

(40, 41). MYCN is considered a master regulator of transcription during development, 

particularly in neuroectodermal tissues (42). In fact, under SA promoters, ectopic expression 

of MYCN is sufficient to drive NB oncogenesis in zebrafish and mice (43, 44). However, 

despite being a recurrent NB driver, its potential as a therapeutic target is limited due to its 

natural functions as a transcription factor. In this context, alternative therapeutic approaches 

Table 3: INRGSS classification. Neuroblastoma (NB), 

Ganglioneuroblastoma Intermixted (GNB-I), ganglioneuroma (GN), 

ganglioneuroblastoma nodular (GNB-N), amplified (A), non-amplified 

(NA), no (N), yes (Y), very low (VL), low (L), intermediate (I) and high (H). 

(33). 



are currently in consideration aiming to target MYCN pathways, such as AURKA (Aurora 

kinase A) or BET (bromodomain and extra-terminal motif) (45, 46).  

 

Alterations of the ALK (Anaplastic Lymphoma Kinase) gene are present in ~7% of sporadic 

cases as mutations (10%) or amplifications (4%), while constitutional mutations have been 

shown to be the predominant genetic cause of familial NB (47, 48). Remarkably, 

amplification of ALK (2p23.2) occurs almost exclusively in NB with MYCN amplification. 

Tumors harboring both alterations are associated with a very poor outcome (49). This 

relation is mirrored in NB transgenic models, where ALK mutation boosted NB tumorigenesis 

when combined with MYCN amplification ectopic expression (43, 50). As a tyrosine kinase 

receptor, ALK alterations are targetable, which widens NB therapeutic options either at 

diagnosis or when ALK alterations are found in tumor relapses (51, 52).   

 

The overexpression of the protein coding gene LIN28B (6q16.3) is frequently detected in 

high-risk NB (53). LIN28B regulates c (miRNA) biosynthesis, and its overexpression in 

tumors is linked to the repression of let-7 family miRNAs and derepression of let-7 targets.

The repression of let-7 expression is required for normal development. LIN28B contributes 

to maintain the pluripotent state of embryonic stem cells by preventing let-7-mediated 

differentiation. In NB, this phenotype leads to an elevated expression of AURKA and MYCN 

proteins (54). In addition, ectopic overexpression of Lin28B drives NB tumorigenesis in a 

transgenic mouse model (53). 

 

About 10% of NB patients harbor loss-of-functions mutations or deletions in ATRX (Alpha 

Thalassemia/Mental Retardation Syndrome X-Linked) gene. This alteration is more frequent 

in older NB patients (44% of patients ≥ 12 years of age) (55). ATRX (Xq21.21) is a 

chromatin-remodeling helicase with an important role during neuronal development; 

however, its participation in SA differentiation remains unknown (42). Remarkably, no ATRX 

mutations have been reported simultaneously with MYCN amplification, and both are 

mutually exclusive with TERT (Telomerase Reverse Transcriptase) rearrangements (47, 

56). TERT (5p15.33) expression is involved in telomere maintenance through telomerase 



activity and alternative lengthening of telomeres (57). This phenotype facilitates the 

maintenances of telomere’s length, a critical factor in cancer biology (57). At the moment of 

diagnosis, 30% of NBs have enhanced telomerase activity and 25% of tumors harbor TERT 

rearrangements, all of them associated with poor NB outcome (56, 58).  

 

In NB, DNA index and the presence of specific recurrent chromosomal aberrations have a 

strong prognostic value (55). Specifically, DNA content with near-triploid genomes or whole-

chromosome copy number changes, are associated with favorable clinical outcomes (14). 

Whereas, segmental chromosomal alterations, resulting from unbalanced translocations 

and MYCN amplification, are associated to poor outcomes (59, 60). Recurrent structural 

chromosomal alterations associated with NB poor outcome include deletions of arms 1p and 

11q, and gain of 17q (Figure 4 C).  

The loss of 1p is present in about 30-45% of cases and is highly associated with MYCN 

amplification (12, 61). The loss of specific chromosomal regions is usually related with the 

presence of tumor suppressor genes. In NB, different candidates among 1p segment are 

been studied: CHD5, CAMTA1, KIF1B, CASZ1 and mir-34A (62). The loss of 11q is present 

in around 30% of NB cases, frequently observed in older patients and inversely associated 

MYCN amplification or loss of 1p (59, 61). This alteration confers more chromosomal 

instability (59). Also associated with aggressive phenotypes, the segmental gain of 17q (1-

3 additional copies) is present in more than 50% of NB cases. This gain has been related 

with NB oncogenic gens including NM23A or BRIC5 (63, 64). 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Familial NB cases represent < 2% of total cases, are diagnosed at younger age than 

sporadic tumors and frequently with bilateral or multifocal disease presentation (65, 66). The 

vast majority are related with gain of functions mutations in ALK gene or with inactivating 

alterations in PHOX2B gene (65, 67). Both genes are important mediators during SA linage 

differentiation (42). In addition to these alterations, some common single nucleotide 

polymorphisms (SNPs) have been found to be related with NB oncogenesis such as BARD1, 

LMO1, LIN28B (53, 68, 69). These SNPs affect cell function at different levels (i.e. gene 

expression, epigenetic regulation or regulatory elements) and influence NB tumorigenesis, 

progression and maintenance (24, 70) (Figure 5). 

Figure 4: NB clinical assessment. a-b Representative images of NB cells 

infiltrated BM by Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH). a The status 

of MYCN amplification using a dual-color probe. Green signals represent 

the specific probe for MYCN and red signals stand for centromeric 

chromosome 2 probes. MYCN signals show more than 30 copies within 

the nuclei. b The status of 1p using a dual-color probe. Green 

signals represent the copy numbers at 1q21 and red signals are the 

specific DNA probe of 1p36. Bars 5 μm. c Summary of the major genomic 

features implicated in NB oncogenesis. Gene amplifications (pale green), 

mutations (orange), deletions (red) and oncogenes (dark green). Gene loci 

identified through linkage analyses for NB susceptibility genes (blue). 

Adapted from (35,36).  

 



 

 

 

Treatment protocols for children with neuroblastic tumors are determined according to the 

predicted biological, histological and clinical features (patient age, tumor histology, MYCN 

status, DNA ploidy and chromosome aberrations) of the individual tumor. This is especially 

important for patients, since NB with low-risk features will undergo spontaneous regression 

(Stage 4S) or maturation (young children), whereas high-risk tumors will rapidly progress 

despite therapy. NB patients with favorable prognostic benefit from conservative protocols.  

In contrast, patients with unfavorable tumors require high-dose intensive multimodality 

treatments including surgery, chemo-, radio- and immune-therapy (71, 72) (Figure 6).   

Figure 5: Model of Genetic Susceptibility to NB. The Y axis indicates the 

effect over NB susceptibility, and the X axis indicates the number of known 

and theoretical susceptibility alleles. Mutations in ALK or PHOX2B results 

in a single, highly penetrant risk allele that allows the development of 

malignant neuroblastic tissue and thus, related with familial cases of NB. 

Alternative, in sporadic cases, different polymorphisms are commonly 

found in a larger number of genes that cooperate to reach neuroblastic 

malignancy without ALK or PHOX2B mutations (24). 



Patients with low- or intermediate- risk tumors frequently have locoregional lesions, being 

their preferential management clinical observation or surgery (14). However, for tumors with 

locoregional dissemination (satellite infiltrated lymph node) or infants with stage 4S with life-

threatening complications (spinal cord compression or hepatic compromise), a moderate-

intensity chemotherapy could be administrated to facilitate a posterior surgery (73). Survival 

rates for low- and intermediate-risk patients are above 90% and 70%, respectively (24). This 

excellent survival prognosis requires minimizing life-long treatment-derived toxicities.   

One the other hand, patients with high-risk NB are currently treated with a multi-modal 

therapy protocol divided into three phases: induction (including chemotherapy and surgery), 

consolidation (including radiotherapy, myeloablative chemotherapy followed by a rescue 

with Autologous Stem Cell Transplantation (ASCT)) and maintenance (including retinoic 

treatment and immunotherapy).  

The induction phase aims to reduce tumor burden, bulk lesions size and disseminated focus. 

During this therapy, patients receive an intense high-dose chemotherapy regiments 

including cisplatin, carboplatin, etoposide, vincristine, doxorubicin, and cyclophosphamide 

(74). Surgery could be performed at the middle or at the end of induction, with or without a 

complete resection (25, 73). In order to diminish local relapses due to surgery incomplete 

resection or chemotherapy-remaining lesions, patients are treated with localized 

radiotherapy during the consolidation phase (75). Importantly, at the end of the induction 

phase, disease response status correlates with patient outcomes (76). In that point, patients 

with poor or very poor response are considered to have a refractory or progressive disease 

and cannot proceed to consolidation phase. These patients are enrolled to alternative 

chemotherapy regiments that include different chemotherapy combinations and I-MIBG 

therapy (24). However, 50% of high-risk patients achieved very good or complete response 

after induction phase (76). The presence of MRD after induction is commonly present in the 

hematopoietic compartment (including BM). This reservoir is considered the main source for 

high-risk NB frequent relapses (14, 77, 78). Thus, in order to consolidate the induction 

response, some cooperative groups perform a myeloablative chemotherapy followed by a 

rescue with ASCT (79, 80). However, the benefits of this procedure are currently under 

debate and ASCT is not included in some treatment protocols (25, 81, 82).  

After the first remission and during maintenance phase, treatment with isotretinoin (13-

cisretinoic acid) is administrated to induce NB differentiation in order to reduce the risk of 



relapse (83, 84). In addition to differentiation inducers, current gold-standard treatment for 

NB maintenance against MRD, includes anti-GD2 immunotherapy. The disialoganglioside 

(GD2) is a membrane marker expressed in a wide variety of embryonal tumors, including 

NB, and particularly in those derived from neuroectoderm (85). GD2 expression on NB cell 

membrane is ubiquitous, being expressed on all primary tumors regardless of stage. 

Importantly, GD2 is not modulated off cell membrane and persists on NB cell surface post-

therapy. These characteristics makes it an excellent target for anti-GD2 immunotherapy 

(86). Although three different monoclonal antibodies have been clinically tested, the chimeric 

anti-GD2 IgG1 (Dinutuximab), was the first antibody to be approved against NB by the US 

Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the European Medicines Agency (EMA) (82). This 

immunotherapy induces cellular cytotoxicity through innate immune system (Natural Killer 

(NK), macrophages and granulocytes) taking advantage of antibody-dependent cell-

mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC) and complement mediated cytotoxicity (CMC) (87). The anti-

GD2 treatment is usually administrated in combination with different immune stimulatory 

adjuvants such as IL-2 and GM-SCF that activate immune effector cells (88, 89). Future 

perspectives aiming to improve NB immunotherapy include novel targetable candidates 

(GPC2 and B7H3) and exploring alternative immuno-adjuvants (IL-15) (90-92). 

 



 

 

 

The neuroblastic tumors originate from embryonic cells, the NCCs, committed to the 

establishment of the SA tissues. The neural crest (NC) is a transitory organ that arises during 

gastrulation and neurulation of the dorsal edge of the neural tube (NT), as part of the 

neuroectoderm embryonic layer that lays along the entire rosto-caudal axis (93). The NC 

arises from the boundary region between the neural and the non-neural ectoderm in 

response to signaling gradients of transcription factors (i.e., BMP, WNT, FGF) released by 

the adjacent tissues, ectoderm, neural plate and axial mesoderm. In response to these 

secreted factors, resident cells of these border regions activate sequential transcriptional 

programs that define their identity as NCC (94, 95). Under the effect of complex gene 

regulatory networks, such as SOX9/10, FOXD3 and SNAIL2, NCCs successively undergo 

Figure 6:  Treatment protocol overview for different NB Risk Classification: 

Low-risk (LR), Intermediate-risk (IR) and High-Risk (HR). LR disease 

usually managed with clinical observation alone or surgical resection, with 

asymptomatic tumors likely to spontaneously regress. IR patients are 

treated with moderate-dose chemotherapy and surgical resection of the 

primary tumor. Patient with HR disease requires intensive multimodal 

therapy divided into three treatment phases. Induction, that comprises 

intensive chemotherapy and primary tumor resection. Consolidation, with 

radiotherapy and high-dose ablation chemotherapy followed by ASCT. 

Maintenance or post-consolidation, based on anti–GD2 immunotherapy 

and differentiation agents.  Adapted from (71,72). 



epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT), delamination of from the dorsal NT and 

migration following different embryonic routes towards target tissues, while differentiating 

into specific derivatives (Figure 7 A).  

 

A common trait of NCCs is their high capacity to migrate throughout the developing embryo. 

During early migratory phases, NCCs preserve their multipotency, however as migration 

proceeds, NCCs are exposed to different environmental signals that initiates their 

specification (96). This NCCs linage-commitment is controlled along a cranio-caudal axis by 

both intrinsic and extrinsic signals that trigger ligand-specific programs: cranial, cardiac, 

trunk and sacral (97). Diverse migratory behaviors are observed during NCC development, 

ranging from individual cells to compact clusters (Figure 7 B). In addition, different migratory 

routes followed by NCCs are regulated by key guidance signaling axis such as 

CXCL12/CXCR4/CXCR7, Ephrin A/B or semaphorins (98-101). During this migration, NCCs 

differentiate towards a wide range of cell types that will conform different anatomic structures 

(102). From trunk NCC derivatives arise diverse cellular types including melanocyte, dorsal 

root ganglia (DRG), sympathetic neurons and ganglia, Schwann cells (SC) (the glia of the 

peripheral nervous system), adrenal medulla cells like chromaffin cells, neuroendocrine cells 

in the thyroid glands and the enteric nervous system (103).  

 

 

 

The localization of NB primary tumors and the expression of lineage markers and the 

deregulation of critical NCC molecular factors in NB cells has defined the SA progenitors 

and SC precursors as the potential cells of origin of NB (30881286, 30740044, 30021854). 

Similarities between NCCs EMT and migration processes, and cancer stem cells has 

permitted to identify critical molecular players mediating NB tumor development and 

dissemination, such as LMO4, SNAIL2, FOXD3, MMPs, among others (104-106). 

Furthermore, NB tumor markers reflect this ontology; the disialoganglioside GD2 as a 

neuroectoderm marker, transcription factors GATA3, ASCL1, PHOX2B, MYCN as crucial 

gens for SA development program as well as the receptor anaplastic lymphoma kinase ALK 

or the enzyme tyrosine hydroxylase TH (24, 107-109) (Figure 7 C).  

 



 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Development of neural crest and sympathoadrenal (SA) lineage 

a Development of the NCCs, with the specification of the neural plate 

border at the boundary of the neural plate. The neural plate closes to form 

the neural tube; the NCC progenitors are specified in the dorsal part of the 

neural folds. After specification, the NCCs undergo EMT and delaminate 

from the neural tube. Migratory NCCs follow stereotypical pathways to 

diverse destinations, where they will give rise to distinct derivatives. b 

Different developmental routes of SA lineages and adrenal chromaffin 

cells. SA lineage is derived from early-migrating NCCs that migrate 

ventrolaterally, following chemoattractant signals towards the dorsal aorta. 

NCCs are attracted by CXCL12 and NRG1 secreted by the para-aortic 

mesenchyme through their receptors CXCR4 and EGFR, respectively. 

Once NCCs reach the DA, they commit to SA lineage and start to express 

the lineage-specifying transcription factor gene Phox2b in response to 

BMP signaling from DA. These committed SA progenitors, migrate 

collectively to paravertebral sympathetic ganglia (SG), adrenal medulla or 

to suprarenal sympathetic ganglia (SRG). A small population of these 

migratory cells contribute to the formation of chromaffin cells in the AM. 

However, the vast majority of adrenal chromaffin cells are derived from SC 

precursors a late-migrating NCCs that move along nerves that innervate 

the adrenal gland. c Multiple trunk NCC-derived cell types and tissues 

which precursors could be the origin of NB cells. (AC) adrenal cortex; (AM) 

Adrenal medulla; (DA) dorsal aorta; (DRG) dorsal root ganglion; (IML) 

intermediolateral cell column; N, notochord; (SG) sympathetic ganglion; 

(SRG) suprarenal sympathetic ganglion. Adapted from (108, 109). 

a b c



 

 

Tumors are not exclusively constituted of cancer cells; they are complex masses of cells 

that include a heterogeneous population of cancer cells together with diverse non-tumor 

resident and recruited cell types (fibroblasts, endothelial cells, pericytes and immune cells), 

signaling molecules and extracellular matrix. Interactions between tumor and non-tumor 

cells are collectively known as the tumor microenvironment (TME) (110). In TME, non-tumor 

cells can have an active and often tumor-promoting role that greatly influences tumor 

evolution and progression, as well as tumor response and resistance to treatment. TME 

interactions are driven by complex networks of cytokines, chemokines, growth factors and 

inflammatory factors together with the inherent properties of the tissue.  

 

 

 

In NB, a major trait influencing primary lesion in TME is the absence or presence of 

Schwannian stroma that affects tumor growth and aggressiveness through different 

mechanisms and correlates with the maturation grade of neuroblastic tumors (111, 112). In 

addition, NB disseminated TME is also highly influenced by the presence of cancer 

associated fibroblast (CAF), pericytes and the presence or absence of tumor 

immunosuppressive components (113-117). A scheme of TME factors within NB primary 

tumors are summarized in the extended Figure 8. (39, 111-116, 118-133). 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Extended Figure 8: Tumor microenvironment for different NB Risk 

Classification. (Left-panel) TME of high-risk tumors with undifferentiated 

neuroblast and lacking Schwannian stroma component (116). High-risk NB cells 

express TrkB (NTRK2) receptor that is activated by brain-derived neurotrophic 

factor BDNF promoting NB cell survival, drug resistance and angiogenesis by 

increasing different metalloproteases (MMPs) and serine proteases secretion 

that facilitate tumor dissemination (39,118,119). In response to hypoxic 

environment, high-risk NB cells promote neovascularization by releasing 

vascular endothelial cell growth factor (VEGF) to the TME (120). In response, 

TME components such as Cancer-Associated-Fibroblast (CAF) are attracted to 

the tumor and support angiogenesis by secreting additional VEGF, MMP-2 and 

MMP-9 in a positive feed-back loop (116,118, 121, 122).  High-risk NB TME is 

depleted of anti-tumor immune effector cells but enriched by immunosuppressive 

mediators; regulatory T cells (Treg), myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSCs) 

and tumor associated macrophages (TAMs) (113-115, 123, 124). TAMs release 

high amounts of immunosuppressive cytokines, like IL-6, and suppresses MCP-

1 release, promoting NB tumor growth, drug resistance and immune evasion 

(125-128). TAMs infiltration within tumor is associated with patient poor outcome 

(129). (Right-panel) Tumors with favorable biology are enriched for Schwannian 

stroma (111,112). Low-risk tumors express high levels of TrkA (NTRK1), this 

receptor is activated by NGF, highly released by the abundant Schwannian 

stroma. This cross-talk limits NB cellular proliferation and angiogenesis while 

promoting neuroblast differentiation (39,111,118). Similarly, Schwannian stroma 

releases CXCL13 that retains malignant NB clones through CXCR5 receptor 

impairing dissemination to distant sites (130). Low-risk TME has tumor infiltrating 

lymphocytes (TILs) including cytotoxic T-cell lymphocytes and activated NK cells 

that release INF-γ, reducing TAMs infiltration (131,132). The presence of INF-γ 

together with TrkA/NGF signaling up-regulates the expression of MHC-I that also 

increases adaptive immune response (133).  



 

 

The BM is a complex organ that contains a wide range of cellular types that can be divided 

in two distinct populations: hematopoietic or non-hematopoietic (134).  Being the major 

reservoir of hematopoietic and mesenchymal stem cells (HSCs and MSCs respectively), BM 

niche is the most common site of metastasis in NB, where this particular environment favors 

the progression and the survival of the tumor cells (77).  

 

 

Anatomically, BM is situated within the central cavities of bones. The inner bone surface that 

contacts with the marrow is the endosteal region, which is composed by thin bone trabecular 

layer and connective tissue (135). Within the cavity of the bone, blood flows from the center 

to the periphery and back to the center in a multitude of small arterioles and venous sinuses 

(136) (Figure 9 A). This vascular architecture assures an optimal delivery of nutrients and 

oxygen (135, 137). The HSC niches are situated closely to these small vessels in the 

perivascular zones where HSC are retained and supported by MSCs (138). This stroma 

synthesizes and release different factors promoting HSC maintenance and retention in the 

perivascular niche (139-141) (Figure 9 B). 

 

 

In the BM reservoir, MSCs are a wide heterogenic population with high plasticity and self-

renewal capacity that supports hematopoiesis (140, 142). In fact, a particular population of 

MSCs (Nestin+) situated around vessels, wrapping arterioles, are described as the stromal 

fraction conforming the HSC niche, as they co-localize with HSCs through the BM cavity 

(143, 144) (Figure 9 C). The perivascular stroma cells can be identified by their high 

expression of HSC niche factors -Cxcl12, Scf, Angpt1, Il-7, Vcam1 and Spp1- (141).  Among 

these, the principal mediators are the CXC-chemokine ligand 12 (CXCL12) and Stem Cell 

Factor (SCF) (141, 143). Upon their release, these ligands bind to CXC-chemokine receptor 

4 (CXCR4) and c-KIT receptors respectively, being both highly expressed by HSCs (145, 

146). Both signaling axis are essential to preserve the niche and retain HSC (140). In this 



context, BM conditional depletion of Scf or Cxcl12 in perivascular stromal cells resulted in a 

HSC depletion enhancing their mobilization into the blood circulation (139, 147-149) (Figure 

9 D). However, components, function and location of HSC niches in the BM are variable 

since they are affected by different physiological conditions, such as hormone signaling, 

circadian rhythms, nutrition status or stress (150, 151).  

 

 

 

 

Despite being highly vascularized; BM shows a particularly high hypoxic environment. 

Hypoxia - defined as a reduction of tissue oxygen tension levels – is a hallmark of cellular 

homeostasis. Physiologically, tissue normoxia or physioxia levels range from 3% to 10% of 

O2, whereas hypoxia is considered at 0.5% to 3% and anoxia when levels are below 0.5% 

(152). Within the marrow cavity, oxygen tension ranges from 1% to 4% (138). Direct 

measures in mouse BM compartments showed oxygen levels of ~1.8% in the endosteal 

regions and even lower in perivascular areas (~1.3%). In fact, perivascular HSC niches are 

Figure 9: BM-HSC niche. a Longitudinal view of a femur illustrating BM anatomy. 

The periosteal layer covers the outer surface of the bone, and the endosteum 

layer is at the interface of bone and BM. Branching arteries run parallel along the 

marrow cavity feeding into the arteriole network often close to endosteum. This 

network is distributed evenly throughout the marrow cavity and then bend to form 

the venous circulation (blue). b The HSC niches reside in the BM cavity. c Within 

the niche, HSCs can be located in perivascular regions, where HSCs interact 

directly or indirectly with different types of cells that comprise their niches, mainly 

stromal cells. d These cells release factors (Cxcl12 and SCF) that maintain 

hematopoietic homeostasis by favoring HSC quiescence, while allowing self‐

renewal and differentiation upon demand. Adapted from (139,149). 

 



localized in zones with lower oxygen availability, likely due to high oxygen consumption rates 

within HSC niche (140, 153). Principal cellular response mechanisms to hypoxic 

environments are further detailed in extended Figure 10.(154-158) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Extended Figure 10: Principal cellular adaptations in response to hypoxic 

environments are controlled by the hypoxia inducible factors (or HIFs), a broad 

family of transcription factors. HIF-1α and HIF-2α are some of the key 

components of HIFs family proteins and both are coupled to the constitutively 

expressed subunit HIF-1β to from an active heterodimer complex (154, 155). In 

response to hypoxia, the heterodimer is translocated to the nucleus and binds to 

promoter regions with hypoxic response element (HRE) domains that activate a 

hypoxia-induced gene expression program. Importantly, HIFs members cannot 

sense oxygen levels. This role is performed by the prolyl hydroxylase domain 

proteins (PHDs), a family of oxygen-sensitive proteins. The best characterized is 

PHD2 protein, which hydroxylates two proline residues within oxygen-dependent 

degradation (ODD) domains of HIFα subunits (156) under physioxic conditions. 

These modifications are recognized by Von Hippel-Lindau (VHL), a subunit of the 

ubiquitin E3 ligase complex that polyubiquitylates proline hydroxylated HIFα 

units, enabling their degradation via proteosome. Therefore, under physioxic 

conditions, HIFα are constitutively degraded by the PHD-pVHL-HIF axis (157). 

On the contrary, when oxygen levels are low, HIFα hydroxylation is reduced, 

enabling a rapid protein accumulation and dimerization with HIF-1β to activate 

the hypoxia response program (158). In NB, hypoxia has an important impact on 

tumorigenesis, progression, dissemination and drug response (155,158). 



 

 

The BM environment particularly rich in cytokines, growth factors and highly hypoxic are 

known to influence over high-risk NB biology as a refuge against the cytotoxic effects of 

chemotherapy (77). The invasion ability of disseminated disease in bone and BM (> 10%) 

is associated with patient poor outcome (159).  

 

 

 

Disseminated NB cells express a broad range of chemokine receptors, although their role 

in metastatic progression is poorly described (160, 161). The CXCR6/CXCL16 axis 

promotes NB retention, whereas the axis CXCR3/CXCL10 may inhibit NB progression within 

the marrow (162, 163). Since CXCR4/CXCL12 retain and preserve HSC cells within BM 

niche, this axis has been widely studied in cancer dissemination, including NB (114, 139, 

161, 164) (Figure 11). CXCR4 is highly expressed by NCCs, NB tumors and NB cell lines 

(165). In fact, CXCR4 overexpression alone clearly promotes NB cell proliferation and tumor 

growth (166, 167). Moreover, NB cells transfected with CXCR4 express higher stem cell 

markers such as c-KIT and release higher amounts of IL-8 and VEGF when compared to 

wild-type NB cells (168). CXCL12 is expressed but not released by NB cells, thus tumors 

respond to paracrine CXCL12 released by TME (169, 170). However, whether 

CXCR4/CXCL12 axis induces high-risk NB dissemination to the BM is still under debate 

(171-173). 

In recent studies, NB cells overexpressing CXCR4 showed migration and chemo-attraction 

to recombinant human CXCL12 in a dose-dependent manner, although this phenotype was 

not observed in cells expressing native CXCR4 levels (174). In other in vitro studies CXCR4 

promoted NB migration and invasion phenotypes in response to MSC-derived CXCL12 (167, 

171). However, a study with native-CXCR4 expressing NB cells did not observe migration, 

invasion or chemo-attraction phenotypes when exposed to ectopic CXCL12, even under 

hypoxic conditions that up-regulate CXCR4 expression (175). In summary, CXCR4 signaling 

favors NB proliferation, however, whether the CXCR4/CXCL12 axis promotes NB 

dissemination and facilitates NB homing to BM is still controversial.  



 

 

 

Alternative mediators to CXCR4/CXCL12 axis have also been considered. CXCL12 also 

activates CXCR7; however, in contrast to CXCR4, CXCR7 expression in NB has been 

associated with more differentiated NB phenotypes (170, 176). In xenograft models, the 

single overexpression of CXCR7 promoted NB dissemination towards the adrenal gland and 

liver, whereas when overexpressed together with CXCR4 NB cells showed preferential BM 

invasion (166, 167). Thus, these studies suggest that different mechanisms control NB 

dissemination tropisms.  

In addition to CXCL12, the receptors CXCR4 and CXCR7 have a second ligand, the 

Macrophage Migratory Inhibitory Factor (MIF) (more detailed is section 5) (177, 178). MIF 

is highly secreted by several cancers and its role in tumor progression is linked to autocrine 

signaling through CXCR4 and CXCR7. In this context, CXCR4/MIF interaction promoted 

Figure 11: Role of chemokine signaling in NB invasion. NB cells express 

different chemokine receptors including CXCR4, CXCR5 and CXCR6. 

Invasion and/or retention of NB cells in the BM may be mediated by the 

respective ligands, either secreted (CXCL12, CXCL13) by or expressed 

on the cell surface (CXCL16) of BM resident cells. The CXCR4/CXCL12 

axis is a major candidate to mediate bone marrow NB invasion but its role 

is controversial. Endothelial cells (purple), stromal cells (orange), Schwann 

cells (yellow) and NB. Adapted from (161). 



metastasis-related behavior by increasing cell proliferation, adhesion, migration and 

invasion in colon cancer, non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), glioblastoma and 

rhabdomyosarcoma (179-183). Additionally, the axis MIF/CXCR7/AKT pathway drives 

tumor growth and metastasis independently of the CXCR4/CXCL12 axis in metastatic 

prostate cancer (184). The role of MIF within BM disseminated TME in NB has never been 

studied. 

 

Once the BM niche is infiltrated by NB cells, malignant cells take advantage of BM signaling 

molecules to sustain tumor proliferation and progression (185). NB and TME components 

interact promoting pro-inflammatory and pro-activation signals that stimulate 

osteoclastogenesis responsible of the osteolytic lesions found in bone metastasis of high-

risk NB patients (186). As result of bone lysis, important amounts of growth factors are 

released from the bone matrix into the BM niche, providing additional pro-tumor signals for 

NB cells (185). NB progression within the BM is further detailed in the extended Figure 

12.(125, 185-193) 

 

 

 



 

Extended Figure 12: Disseminated NB progression within the BM. Once 

BM niche is infiltrated by NB cells, malignant proliferation takes advantage 

of BM signaling to sustain tumor progression. BM-stromal cells release 

high amount of IL-6 under hypoxic conditions, NB cells express IL-6R witch 

supports tumor progression (125,187,188). As NB progress within the 

marrow, the adjacent bone suffers osteolytic lesions as results of 

osteoclast maturation and activation (188). In a positive feed-back loop, 

BM-resident osteoblasts release BDNF that activates NB cells through 

TRKB receptor, promoting NB cell progression within the niche (189). 

Tumor progression and BM-stroma cells release IL-8 to the environment, 

this signaling initiates osteoblast (CXCR1+) maturation into osteoclast 

precursors (190). Then, osteoclast precursors are activated by NB-derived 

signaling RANKL, PTHrP and IL-8 and BM-stroma signaling IL-6. (191, 

192, 193). Together, signaling derived from NB and BM-resident cells 

collaborates to promote NB progression within the bone and BM (186).   

 



 

 

Human MIF (22p11.2) is a highly conserved, multifunctional cytokine expressed in various 

cell types including hematopoietic, epithelial, endothelial, mesenchymal and neuronal cells.  

MIF participates in inflammatory and immune responses through autocrine and paracrine 

mechanisms via binding and activating the receptors CD74/CD44, CXCR2, CXCR4 and 

CXCR7. Upon receptor binding, several downstream signaling pathways are activated, 

including MAPK/ERK, AMPK and AKT (194). The expression of MIF receptors is not uniform 

across the different cell types, resulting in differential responses to MIF in the diverse tissues. 

Intracellularly, MIF is stored in cytoplasmic vesicle-like structures and is secreted to the 

extracellular media in response to a number of stimuli including lipopolysaccharide (LPS), 

TNF-α, or hypoxia stimulus, since MIF promoter region has an HRE domain (195-200) (see 

extended Figure 10).  

 

Thus, MIF stimulates the production of tumor necrosis factor TNF-α, interferon IFN-γ, IL-1β, 

IL-2, IL-6 and IL-8 and other effector cytokines (201). In addition to its cytokine function, MIF 

harbors an enzymatic activity with phenylpyruvate tautomerase activity, although its function 

in vertebrates it still unclear and probably vestigial (202, 203). The MIF protein (114 amino 

acids; 12.5kDa) functions as a symmetrical homotrimer complex (197, 204). During its 

biosynthesis, MIF can suffer different post-transcriptional modifications, although their 

biologic significance remains to be established (194, 205). Altered expression of MIF has 

been associated with different pathologies such as auto-immune disease, infections and 

cancer, mainly due to its pro-inflammatory role (206-209). 

 

 

MIF has four described receptors; CD74/CD44, CXCR2, CXCR4, and CXCR7 (177, 178, 

210, 211) (Figure 13). Among them, CD74 was the first identified (210). CD74 is a 

chaperone coupled to major histocompatibility complex II (MHC II), highly expressed by 

antigen-presenting cells (212, 213).  In addition to its chaperone role, CD74 can function as 

cell membrane receptor. Upon MIF binding, CD74 forms complexes with CD44 or CXCRs 



receptors to activate MIF downstream signaling pathways (211). As a complex, 

CD74/CD44/MIF activate the MAPK/ERK signaling pathway (211, 214).  

In addition to CD74/CD44, other members of the CXC chemokine receptor family are known 

to interact with MIF; CXCR2, -4 and -7. CXCR2 is mainly expressed by neutrophils and 

endothelium cells, while CXCR- 4 and 7 are expressed by hematopoietic linages and 

neuronal cells. both recognize also the CXCL12 ligand (194). MIF binding to CXCR4 induces 

activation of MAPK and PI3K signaling (194, 215).  Additionally, all three CXCR receptors 

can oligomerize with CD74 and act as co-receptors. These heterogenic complexes activate 

the PI3K pathway and IL-8 expression in response to MIF (216-220). 

 

 

 

Figure 13: Signaling axis of MIF and CXCL12, and targeted drugs. MIF 

binds to CXCR2, CXCR4, and CD74 receptors, whereas CXCL12 binds to 

CXCR4 and CXCR7. CXCR2 and CXCR4 induce G protein-coupled 

signaling and effect survival, proliferation, and chemotaxis. CD74/CD44 

mediates similar effects in a G protein-independent manner. CXCR7 is not 

a G protein-coupled receptor but can induce β -arrestin signaling to induce 

CXCR4 endocytosis. Targeting drugs with pre-clinical or clinical data are 

available. MIF: macrophage migration inhibitory factor, PI3K: 

phosphatidylinositide 3-kinase. Adapted from (218-220). 

 



 

 

 

MIF is frequently overexpressed in cancer, including carcinomas and developmental tumors 

(221-225). As a result of its pleiotropic roles, MIF can support cancer progression through 

diverse mechanism; promoting cell proliferation, angiogenesis, impairing apoptosis, 

regulating cell migration and differentiation or favoring tumor immune evasion (209). MIF is 

secreted both by tumor and immune cells, thereby it can critically influence the TME.  

MIF is highly expressed by NB cell lines and tumor tissues (226, 227). Among neuroblastic 

tumors, undifferentiated high-risk NB showed higher MIF protein expression than more 

differentiated, low-risk entities such GN (227, 228).  

Beyond its relation with tumor differentiation, several studies have demonstrated the 

oncogenic effects of ectopic MIF over NB cell lines. MIF induces a dose dependent increase 

of MYCN and the release of VEGF and IL-8, suggesting a potential role of MIF over 

angiogenesis (227). Moreover, two different studies described MIF as an anti-apoptotic and 

proliferation inducer since NB cell line SH-SY5Y exposed to MIF increased release and 

expression of BDNF, Bcl2 and down-regulated Casp-3 and Bax protein levels, while 

increasing Bad and AKT phosphorylation (229, 230). In agreement with these studies, the 

down-regulation of MIF expression in NB cell line SK-N-DZ with a MIF antisense sequence 

(AS-MIF) down-regulated the expression of MYCN, c-MET, TRKB and IL-8.  As a result, AS-

MIF cells were less proliferative and migratory in vitro and showed impaired tumor growth 

and reduced metastatic events in a nude mice model (225, 231).  

In addition, MIF inhibition by iRNA was able to revert vincristine resistance in NKF-NB-3 cell 

line, suggesting a potential role in chemoresistance (228). Recently, MIF-mediated NB cell 

proliferation and migration has been related to the tumor suppressor miR-451 (232). 

Finally, several in vivo studies in syngeneic models suggested the immunomodulatory 

effects of MIF over NB environment, as Mif is also overexpressed by Neuro2a and AGN2a 

mouse-derived cell lines. Neuro2a-derived MIF reverted T-cell activation and proliferation, 

suggesting a potential role over NB immune evasion (233). Inhibition of Mif expression in 



AGN2a by siRNA, showed less engraftment ratios with a TME enriched in lymphocytes T 

CD8+, CD4+, macrophages and dendritic cells in in vivo syngeneic models (234). 

 

 

MIF has an important effect over immune response in multiple diseases, thus its potential 

as a druggable target is gaining relevance (219). Despite the diverse reported inhibitors of 

MIF activity, few of these have been tested either in vitro and/or in vivo studies (235) (Figure 

13).  

Among them, the best characterized is the MIF antagonist (S,R)-3-(4-hydroxyphenyl)-4,5-

dihydro-5-isoxazole acetic acid methyl ester (ISO-1) (236). ISO-1 is an isoxazoline inhibits 

the tautomerase activity and MIF-dependent arachidonic acid release from macrophages by 

binding to the MIF monomers without altering the tertiary structure (237). Despite ISO-1 has 

a low MIF inhibitor activity, in vitro or in vivo studies shown anti-MIF activity in lung cancer, 

pancreatic cancer, rhabdomyosarcoma and NB (183, 229, 238-240). 

Recently, the novel MIF inhibitor 4-iodo-6-phenylpyrimidine (4-IPP) is gaining interest as an 

anti-cancer agent. 4-IPP is an irreversible MIF inhibitor that forms a covalent bond with the 

catalytically active NH2-terminal proline to inhibit its biologic activity. In comparison to ISO-

1, 4-IPP is 5–10 times more potent inhibitory effect at blocking MIF-dependent catalysis 

(241). In cancer, 4-IPP has been shown to induce apoptosis and mitotic cell death growth 

of thyroid cancer cells, inhibit head and neck squamous cell carcinomas proliferation and 

invasiveness, and impair lung adenocarcinoma cell migration (241-243). In Multiple 

Myeloma (MM), a cancer involving BM dissemination, 4-IPP treatment modulates MM cells 

stemness, invasion and sensitizes tumor cells to chemotherapy (244, 245). In 

rhabdomyosarcoma, a pediatric malignant soft tissue sarcoma, ISO-1 and 4-IPP reduced 

cell migration and restored immune sensitivity in vitro (239). To our knowledge 4-IPP has 

never been tested NB.   

Phase I/II clinical trials are evaluating different anti-MIF therapies for cancer treatment. 

Particularly, the anti-MIF monoclonal antibody (mAb) Imalumab (Bax69) has been studied 

in malignant solid tumors, ovarian cancer and metastatic colorectal cancer and resulted to 

be well-tolerated (NCT01765790, NCT02540356, NCT02448810, respectively).  



Ibudilast (AV411) is a non-selective phosphodiesterase inhibitor that also impairs pro-

inflammatory signaling by inhibiting MIF, TNF-α, IL-6, and IL-1β (246, 247). Recently, 

Ibudilast treatment was shown to delay progression of multiple sclerosis in a phase II clinical 

trial (NCT01982942). In cancer, preclinical in vivo studies in patient derived xenograft (PDX) 

models treated with ibudilast in combination with temozolamide showed significant overall 

survival. An early phase clinical trial is currently evaluating ibudilast and temozolamide 

treatment combination for patients with newly diagnosed and recurrent glioblastoma (248) 

(NCT03782415). 

The CXCR4 receptor antagonist Plerixafor (AMD3100) has been considered as an indirect 

targeting strategy for MIF inhibition. AMD3100 has been approved by the US FDA for 

mobilization of normal HSC from the BM into the blood stream of patients in high-dose 

chemotherapy regimens with autologous transplantation (249). Disruption of the 

CXCR4/CXCL12 interaction with the AMD3100 agent has been evaluated for HSC 

mobilization in diverse malignancies, including NB where it was found to be effective and 

safe to improve ASCT (250).  

Milatuzumab (hLL1), a mAb anti-CD74 and anti-MIF, is being evaluated against hematologic 

malignancies (NCT01101594, NCT00421525, NCT00603668, NCT00868478, 

NCT00504972, and NCT00989586). Milatuzumab is well-tolerated although further studies 

are needed to demonstrate the clinical benefits in solid tumors.  



Treatment of high-risk NB and particularly of disseminated tumors remains a therapeutic 

challenge greatly due to recurrent disease relapse. Despite aggressive multimodality 

therapy, the overall survival of patients after relapse remains poor. Novel targeted treatment 

approaches such as immunotherapy have demonstrated effectiveness in a MRD setting, 

improving outcome of these patients. However, significant efforts are still needed for more 

effective treatment strategies to improve cure rates of high-risk patients. 

In this thesis, we focused on the most common site of NB dissemination, the BM, and its 

role as an oncogenic environment. The BM is a complex organ with heterogeneous cell 

populations, multiple secreted components and diverse physical features. Evidence shows 

that this complex microenvironment is critical for the survival and invasion of NB tumor cells 

to the BM. However, little is known about the biology underlying the aggressive behavior of 

NB disseminated to this niche.  

Our hypothesis is that BM microenvironment features such as low oxygen levels and 

cytokine signaling play a critical role for NB survival, invasion and proliferation. Thus, a 

comprehensive understanding of the interactions between NB cells and the BM niche and 

how these interactions are altered in pathological states can aid the development of new 

therapeutic strategies.  

The objective of this thesis was to investigate the biology underlying the malignant behavior 

of NB cells present in the BM of patients with aggressive, disseminated NB tumors, and 

identify potential new targets against these malignant cells. 

 

To accomplish our general objective, the specific aims were:  

 

1. To establish a BM microenviroment model in vitro that enabled the identification of 

factors critical for the interactions between NB cells and the BM niche. Our purpose 

was to generate a model that recapitulated important features of the niche (cytokine 

signaling and low oxygen tension) of patients with disseminated disease. We used 

conditioned media generated from patient-derived BM cells and NB cells cultured 



under diverse oxygen levels. The secretome of the BM, in the form of CM, was tested 

and characterized to identify cytokines of interest. 

 

2. To study in vitro and in vivo the effects of our BM-based model on the malignant 

behavior of NB (viability, migration, invasion and drug resistance). We explored cell 

signaling pathways that may contribute to the malignant behavior of NB cells in the 

BM niche. 

 

3. To explore novel therapeutic strategies aimed at reducing aggressiveness and 

invasiveness of NB cells present in the BM niche. To this end, we tested the potential 

antitumor effects of molecules that inhibit selected critical mediators (point 1) in our 

BM model in vitro as well as in NB tumor xenografts in vivo. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Commercial cell lines and primary cell cultures were maintained in regular medium 

conditions consisting of RPMI-1640 high glucose medium supplemented with 10% of 

inactivated Fetal Bovine Serum (iFBS), 2 mM L-glutamine and Penicillin/ Streptomycin (100 

u/mL and 100 µg/mL, respectively) (Gibco-Life technologies). During culture maintenance, 

cell medium was changed every 3-4 days in a controlled atmosphere at 37ºC and 5% CO2. 

Cell passages were performed by enzymatic dissociation with Trypsin EDTA (Gibco, 

Thermo Fisher) before cell cultures reached 80% of confluence. After dissociation, cells 

were washed with fresh regular media and plated in a new T-75 flask (Corning) or counted 

and cultured in appropriate plates in order to proceed with an experiment.  

For long-term storage, cells were kept frozen in liquid nitrogen. To this end, dissociated 

cellular pellets were re-suspended in 1 mL of iFBS with 10% of Anhydrous Dimethyl 

Sulfoxide (DMSO; Sigma-Aldrich) and aliquoted in cryovials (Corning). Cells were kept 

frozen at -80ºC for 2-3 days and then transferred to nitrogen tanks for cellular 

cryopreservation. When needed, cryopreserved cells were thawed at 37ºC, re-suspended 

in tempered regular media and washed by centrifugation in order to dismiss remaining 

DMSO. Thawed cells were plated in a new T-75 flask with regular medium and kept in 

regular culture conditions. 

 

 

 

Neuroblastoma (NB) commercial cell lines (LAN-1, SH-SY5Y, IMR5) were obtained from the 

repository of the Laboratory of Developmental Tumors, Hospital Sant Joan de Deu (HSJD, 

Barcelona). Table 4 summarizes clinical and biological features of each NB culture used in 

this thesis (251).  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fresh BM aspirates were obtained from 43 NB patients at different stages of the disease 

treated in our institution. Each established cell culture was named after the code BMNB_XX 

followed by a correlative number. Samples were obtained from different anatomical regions 

as bilateral anterior and posterior iliac crests.  

To stablish primary cell cultures, four BM aspirates per patient were collected in 3 mL EDTA 

3K tubes (SARSTEDT AG & Co) and centrifuged in a density gradient Histopaque®-1077 

(Sigma-Aldrich, USA) at 2000 g for 20 minutes to obtain BM mononucleated cells.  After 

three washes with regular media, BMCs were plated in T75 flasks and expanded in regular 

culture conditions up to 15 days (passage zero), renewing media every 3-4 days. During all 

the study, 31 BM from NB patient were used to produce Conditioned Media (CMs) and 11 

discarded due to low cellular expansion (n=9) or bacterial contamination (n=2). The 

presence of NB dissemination within BM aspirates was determined by the molecular 

diagnostic service at our institution using RT-PCR. This technique determines NB infiltration 

by quantification of mRNA levels of the paired-like homeobox 2b gene (PHOX2B), a 

regulator of the development of neural crest derivatives that is not expressed by BM cells, 

enabling a sensitive quantification of minimal residual disease (MRD) (Table 5).  

In addition, BM-derived MSC primary culture obtained from a non-oncologic patient was 

purified and cultured in specific media: Isove’s modified Dulbecco’s medium (IMDM), 10% 

of calf bovine serum, 2 mM L-glutamine, Penicillin/ Streptomycin (Gibco-Life technologies) 

and 10 ng/mL platelet-derived growth factor BB (Peprotech, UK). Parents and/or tutors sign 

informed consent before collection of samples. The study was approved by the Institutional 

Review Boards. 

Table 4: Neuroblastoma cell lines features. Bone marrow (BM), amplified 

(amp), mutated (mut), wild-type (wt), deletion (del), ADR (adrenergic), non-

available (na), post-treatment (postTx), diagnostic (Dx) (251). 

NB cells  Biopsy MYCN status ALK P53 1p del State Dtatus

LAN-1 BM amp mut mut del ADR post Tx

SH-SY5Y BM non amp mut wt no ADR post Tx

IMR5 Abdominal amp wt wt del ADR Dx



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5: List of BM samples used in this 

thesis. Clinical data available: NB minimal 

residual disease (MRD) expressed as a 

ratio of tumor cell to non-tumor cell. 

International Neuroblastoma Staging 

System (INSS) and its use. Negative 

(neg), non-available (na), conditioned 

media (CM), plasma (P), flow cytometry 

(FC). 

ID MRD INNS Use

BMNB_25 neg 4 P

BMNB_26 neg 3 P

BMNB_27 neg na P

BMNB_28 neg na P

BMNB_29 neg na P

BMNB_30 neg 4 P

BMNB_31 <1:177 4 P

BMNB_32 neg na CM

BMNB_33 neg na P

BMNB_34 neg 4 P

BMNB_35 neg 4 CM

BMNB_37 <1:66 4 aplasic

BMNB_38 neg na CM

BMNB_39 neg na CM

BMNB_41 neg 4 CM

BMNB_42 <1:30000 na CM

BMNB_43 neg 4 CM

BMNB_44 <1:42 na aplasic

BMNB_45 neg 3 CM

BMNB_46 neg 4 CM - FC

BMNB_47 <1:18000 na CM - FC

BMNB_48 neg na contamination

BMNB_49 neg 4 FC

BMNB_50 <1:10000 4 aplasic

BMNB_51 neg 4 CM - FC

BMNB_52 neg na CM - FC

BMNB_53 neg 4 IC50 - FC

BMNB_54 neg na aplasic

BMNB_55 neg na CM

BMNB_55 neg na contamination

BMNB_56 <1:100000 na CM

BMNB_57 neg 4 CM

BMNB_58 neg na P

BMNB_59 neg na FC

BMNB_60 neg na aplasic

BMNB_61 neg 3 FC

BMNB_62 neg 4 FC

BMNB_63 neg na aplasic

BMNB_64 neg 4 aplasic

BMNB_65 neg na CM

BMNB_66 neg na aplasic

BMNB_67 neg na aplasic

BMNB_68 neg na CM

BMNB_70 neg 4 FC

BMNB_71 neg na FC

BMNB_72 neg na FC

BMNB_73 neg na IC50

BMNB_74 neg na FC

BMNB_75 neg na CM

BMNB_76 neg na FC

BMNB_77 neg 4 FC
BMNB_81 neg 4 CM

BMNB_83 neg 4 CM



 

 

In order to study NB tumor dissemination in the BM, we generated BM cell culture CMs to 

enable us to model the BM microenvironment in vitro. Together with CMs, different oxygen 

concentration gradients were applied to cell culture to better recapitulate relevant features 

of the studied niche.  

In order to generate CMs, we used fresh in vitro expanded BM cells (2x106; CM-BM), BM 

cells co-cultured with NB cells in a ratio of 1:1 (1x106 each; CM-BM/NB) or NB cells cultured 

alone (2x106; CM-NB). After 48 hours, CMs were collected, centrifuged at 1000 x g for 10 

minutes and kept at -80ºC for future assays (Figure 1). Previous to each experiment, CMs 

were thawed and diluted 1:1 with regular RPMI without iFBS. As a control condition, CM-

CNT was generated previous to each experiment and was composed of complete RPMI 

with 5% of iFBS.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This project includes different oxygen tension levels as a relevant variable to model the BM 

niche in vitro. Experiments were carried out either in atmospheric oxygen levels [21% O2; 

normoxic conditions (Nx)] or 1% O2 [hypoxic conditions (Hx)]. Oxygen levels were controlled 

with a modular incubator chamber, MIC-101 (Billups-Rothenberg, Inc), where hypoxic 

experiments were sealed and atmospheric air replaced by a mixed air (95% N2, 5% CO2 

and 1% O2) (Linde SA) fluxed at 1 (L/min) during 5 minutes. Experiments longer than 72 h 

Figure 1: Graphical scheme describing generation of conditioned media.  



were refluxed every 3 days. As a positive control for hypoxic environment we used Cobalt(II) 

chloride (Sigma Aldrich). 

 

 

 

To explore the potential activation of cell signaling in our CMs, we used Cytokine Protein 

arrays (R&D Systems), which enable simultaneous detection of multiple cytokines in a single 

sample. We assessed the presence of cytokines in CM-CNT, CM-NB, CM-BM, CM-BM/NB 

as well as BM plasma samples from patients with or without NB infiltration, following 

manufacturer’s protocol. The chemiluminiscent signal of each membrane was detected with 

iBright Imagine System (Thermo Fisher) and quantified with QuickSpots Software (R&D 

Systems). Results obtained from cytokine profile arrays were validated by ELISA. 

 

 

 

In order to detect phosphorylation changes in multiple intracellular cell signaling pathways, 

we used the Phospho-Kinase Array Kit (R&D Systems). Similar to cytokine profile array, this 

kit consists of a membrane-based antibody array that allows parallel determination of 

relative levels of protein kinase phosphorylation in cell lysates. We interrogated 

phosphorylation levels in the following conditions: LAN-1 cells cultured 48 h under normoxia 

and hypoxia. Chemiluminiscent signal of each membrane was detected with iBright Imagine 

System (Thermo Fisher) and quantified with QuickSpots Software (R&D Systems) as 

previously described. 

 

 

 

Levels of CXCL12 and MIF were measured in conditioned media and cell media 

supernatants using Human CXCL12/SDF-1 DuoSet ELISA and MIF Quantikine ELISA Kit 

(R&D systems) following manufacturer’s protocols. Supernatants were collected from 



cultured cells, centrifuged 1000 g 10 minutes at 4ºC in order to discard cellular debris and 

stored at -80ºC until ELISA procedure was performed. 

 

 

 

Four different gene expression data sets were used to select potentially relevant targets in 

our BM-based model. The first dataset (Gene expression Omnibus repository ID: 

GSE94035) comprised RNA-seq data (HiSeq 2000, Illumina) from 16 primary tumors, 42 

bone marrow-derived disseminated tumor cells and corresponding 28 bone marrow-derived 

non-tumor cells of stage M patients (78). The second dataset (GSE54720) comprised gene 

expression array data (U219, Affymetrix) from 21 primary NB biopsies obtained at the 

moment of diagnosis (252). The third data set (GSE62564) was a RNA-seq dataset from 

498 primary NB diagnostic biopsies (253). The last dataset (ArrayExpress ID: E-MTAB-

6814) contains RNA-seq data from a study performed across different mammalian species 

during development and aging stages (4-week post-conception until elderly >60 years old) 

(254).  

 

 

 

In order to preform survival analysis, we used data from the gene expression data set 

GSE62564. Overall Survival (OS) probabilities were calculated with the Kaplan-Meier 

Method and compared by means of log-rank test. These analyses were performed with 

GraphPad Prsim 8 (La Jolla, Ca). 

 

 

 

To obtain whole cell protein extracts, samples were lysed with RIPA 1X buffer (50 mM Tris 

pH 8.8, 150 mM NaCl, 0.1% SDS, 0.5% Sodium deoxycholate and 1% NP40) plus complete 

Proteases Inhibitor Cocktail Tablets (Roche). Protein extracts were quantified with Bradford 

Reagent (BioRad). Samples were separated by electrophoresis in polyacrylamide gels (8-



12%) and transferred to nitrocellulose membranes (Invitrogen). Immunoblot detection was 

performed with near-infrared labeled secondary antibodies (Oddyssey CLs, LI-COR Inc). 

Relative protein levels were measured by Image J software. Used antibodies are reported 

in (Table 6). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In order to test CM-driven cell viability, NB cells were counted with Trypan blue (Sigma-

Aldrich) in a Neubauer chamber. Next, cells were plated in 96-well plates (Costar, 

Cambridge, MA) at 2000 cells per well (LAN-1 and SH-SY5Y) or 8000 cells per well (IMR5) 

in 100 µL of regular media and kept in standard conditions for 24 h enabling cellular 

attachment. Then, regular media was replaced by different conditioned media CM-NB, CM-

BM, CM-BM/NB or CM-CNT and cultured under normoxic or hypoxic conditions (n=6 per 

condition). Cell viability was measured with MTS assay (Promega, Fitchburg, WI, USA) at 

0, 24, 48, 72, 96 hours at 490nm with Infinitive Mano + plate reader (Tecan). At each time 

point, cell viability was measured as fold change compared relative to the initial MTS signal 

at time 0 h. These experiments were repeated at least with two different batches of CM. In 

Antibody Ref Company Use Working dilution 

Phospho ERK1/2 4370 Cell Signaling Technology WB 1:1000

ERK1/2 4695 Cell Signaling Technology WB 1:1000

Phospho-AKT 4060 Cell Signaling Technology WB 1:1000

AKT 9272 Cell Signaling Technology WB 1:1000

gamma-Tubulin T6557 Sigma WB 1:30000

IRDye® 680RD α-Rabbit 926-68071 Li-COR WB 1:5000

IRDye® 800CW α-Rabbit 926-32211 Li-COR WB 1:5000

IRDye® 680RD α-Mouse 926-68070 Li-COR WB 1:5000

IRDye® 800RD α-Mouse 926-32210 Li-COR WB 1:5000

CXCR4-PE FAB170P R&D Systems FC 1:10

CD74-Alexa467 FAB35901R R&D Systems FC 0.2 µg/mL

CD45-PE 130-110-632 Milteny Biotech FC 1:50

CD45-V500 655873 Becton Dickinson FC 2.5 µg/mL

CD11b-PE 333142 Becton Dickinson FC 5 µg/mL

CD34 PerCP 345803 Becton Dickinson FC 1.25 µg/mL

HLA-DR PerCP 347402 Becton Dickinson FC 2.5 µg/mL

CD19-PeCy7 341113 Becton Dickinson FC 2.5 µg/mL

CD123-APC 658171 Becton Dickinson FC 2.5 µg/mL

CD117-APC 333233 Becton Dickinson FC 2.5 µg/mL

CD90-PE 130-097-932 Milteny Biotech FC 1:20

CD105-FITC 130-098-778 Milteny Biotech FC 1:20

Table 6: List of antibodies used in this thesis. Western blot (WB) and flow cytometry (FC). 



order to assess whether selected treatments could affect NB viability, the same protocol was 

performed adding to each CMs, 4-IPP (5 µM), AMD3100 (10 nM) or vehicle.  

 

 

Real-time qPCR assays were performed to quantify gene expression levels of hypoxia-

related genes after the exposure to hypoxic conditions. First, samples were washed with 

PBS previous to be lysed in TRI Reagent (Sigma-Aldrich). Purified RNA was obtained 

following an organic extraction protocol, a phenol containing solution that enables RNA 

isolation from proteins and genomic DNA. Then, RNA was precipitated with alcohol and 

rehydrated in diethylpyrocarbonate (DEPC) water. Nanodrop one C (Thermo Fisher) was 

used for quantification and quantity control. RNA quality thresholds were set above 1.7 

(260/280 ratio) and above 2 (260/230 ratio). RNA conversion to cDNA was perform with 1 

µg of total RNA reverse-transcribed using Random Primers, RNasin® Plus Ribonuclease 

Inhibitor, M-MLV Reverse Transcriptase (200 u/µL) all of them from (Promega, Fitchburg, 

WI, USA). Gene expression was quantified with Taqman Gene Expression Assays or Syber 

Green on Applied Biosystems QuantStudio 6 Real-Time PCR system (Thermo Fisher), 

using the ΔΔCT relative quantification method. Primers used in this project are listed in 

Table 7. (255, 256). 

 

 

NB cell lines were plated in 6-well plate at 500 cells per well (LAN-1) or 1000 cells per well 

(SH-SY5Y) in 3 mL of regular media and kept in standard conditions for 24h enabling cellular 

attachment.  Then, regular media was replaced by different conditioned media CM-NB, CM-

BM, CM-BM/NB or CM-CNT and cultured under normoxic or hypoxic conditions (n=3). After 

Table 7: List of primers used in this thesis. From (255, 256). 

Gene Fw (5'→3') Rv (5'→3')

HIF-1 α TTCCAGTTACGTTCCTTCGATCA TTTGAGGACTTGCGCTTTCA

HIF-2 α GTGCTCCCACGGCCTGTA TTGTCACACCTATGGCATATCACA

VEGF AGGAGGAGGGCAGAATCATCA CTCGATTGGATGGCAGTAGCT

GLUT1 GCCATACTCATGACCATCGC AGCTCCTCGGGTGTCTTATC

YWHAZ ACTTTTGGTACATTGTGTGGCTTCAA CCGCCAGGACAAACCAGTAT



15 days, colonies were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 30 minutes and stained with a 

mix of 2% crystal violet and 20% methanol for 10 minutes. Colonies were photographed 

(10x) to evaluate their number, morphology and size by using the software GraphPad Prsim 

8 (La Jolla, Ca). 

 

 

 

 

The cytotoxicity of AMD-3100 (Selleckchem), ISO-1 (Selleckchem) and 4-IPP (Merck) was 

assessed at different concentration ranges using MTS assay (Promega). All drugs were 

diluted with ethanol at a stock concentration of 10 mM. Cell lines and primary cultures were 

plated at 2000 cells per well (LAN-1 and SH-SY5Y), 8000 cells per well (IMR5) or 50000 

cells per well (BM) in 100 µL of regular media in 96-well plates for 24 h. Then, each drug 

was added at a specific concentration range: AMD-3100 (50-0.0001 µM), ISO-1 (50-0.2 µM), 

4-IPP (50-0.2 µM) (n=6 per each concentration). After 72 hours, the percentage of viable 

cells for each treatment was compared to control wells (drug vehicle), which were 

considered as 100% viable. The half maximal inhibitory concentration of tumor cell viability 

(IC50) was calculated with nonlinear regression log (inhibition) vs. response Variable slope 

(four parameters) using the software GraphPad Prsim 8 (La Jolla, Ca). 

 

 

 

Here, we evaluated whether our BM-based model could modify in vitro NB response to 

different chemotherapy agents including SN-38, doxorubicin and etoposide. Cells were 

plated at 2000 cells per well directly in CM-CNT or CM-BM/NB and exposed to normoxia or 

hypoxia. After 24 h, drugs were added at different concentration ranges: SN38 (500-0.076 

nM) doxorubicin (2500-0.381 nM) and etoposide (3750-0.572 nM). After 72 h, a MTS assay 

was performed and IC50 concentrations determined for each different drug and culture 

condition. 

 



 

 

To explore if our BM-based cell culture conditions could promote NB cell migration, we 

performed wound healing assays.  NB cells were plated into 6 well plates until they reached 

total confluence. Then, a mechanically disruption (or wound) was performed by scratching 

the monolayer cell surface with a pipette tip. Non-adhered cells were washed with PBS and 

regular media was replaced by each CMs and incubated in normoxic or hypoxic conditions. 

In order to quantify cellular migration towards the wound, pictures were taken right after the 

insult and 24 h later.  

In a second set of experiments, cells were treated with 5 µM of 4-IPP or 10 nM of AMD3100 

together with CM-BM/NB to test the effect of the drug over pro-migratory phenotype in the 

selected culture conditions. The percentage of wound surface reoccupied by cellular 

migration was measured with Image J Plugin Wound Healing Tool by RIO Imaging. 

 

13. Invasion Assay: 

 

To test how our BM-based model could promote cell invasion in NB cells, we utilized an 8.0 

µM pore membrane Cell Culture Inserts Transwells (Falcon). These Transwells were pre-

coated with Matrigel (10% in RPMI media) and allowed to polymerize up to 2 hours at 37ºC. 

Upper chambers were then filled with 2x105 cells per well in 200 µL of regular media with 

1% iFBS, whereas lower chambers were filled with 500 µL of each CMs. Cells were 

incubated in normoxic and hypoxic conditions for 96 h. Each Transwell condition was 

performed in triplicates.  

In a second set of experiments using inhibitors, cells were pre-treated overnight with 10 nM 

AMD3100 or 5 µM 4-IPP and then plated in Transwell’s upper-chambers at the same drug 

concentration in regular media with 1% iFBS under hypoxia. Lower-chambers contained 

CM-BM/NB. These experiments were repeated at least with two different batches of CMs. 

Finally, the medium with non-invaded cells was aspirated and the underside of Transwell 

membrane carefully washed with PBS, fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 30 minutes and 

stained with a mix of 2% Crystal violet and 20% methanol for 10 minutes. Invasion was 



assessed measuring three representative areas per membrane using light microscopy (20x; 

DM 5000 B Leica). 

 

 

 

 

 

We interrogated our BM primary cell cultures for surface expression of markers present in 

BM population stromal cell populations. At day 15 of BM expansion, BM cells (n=6) were 

de-attached and washed with blocking-PBS. A total of 5x105 cells per tube were stained with 

two panels of fluorochrome conjugated antibodies (Becton Dickinson Bioscience). Panel 1 

included CD11b-PE, CD105-FITC, CD45-V500, CD34-PerCP, CD19-PeCy7, CD123-APC 

and panel 2 included CD90-PE, CD45-V500, HLA-DR-PerCP, CD19-PeCy7, CD117-APC 

(Table 3). A primary culture of BM-derived mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) isolated from a 

non-oncologic patient was used as a control sample for mesenchymal markers (CD90, 

CD105 and HLA-DR). A non-stained tube was used as negative control to detect unspecific 

signals. Percentages of cell population were calculated as the ratio of positive stained cells 

for each marker over the total population. Sample acquisition was performed in a 

FACSCanto II (BD Biosciences) and all channels were previously compensated for 

fluorescence spillover. Data analysis was performed with Novoflow software (Acea 

Bioscience).  

 

 

 

To evaluate membrane receptor levels in response to our BM-based model, we performed 

flow cytometry relative quantification. NB cells were plated at 5x104 cells per well in a 6 well 

plate. After 24 h at regular culture conditions, floating cells were removed and regular media 

was replaced with each different CM; CM-CNT, CM-NB, CM-BM, CM-BM/NB, under 

normoxic or hypoxic conditions up to 72 h. Flow cytometry studies were performed at sub-

confluent culture conditions. Then, cells were washed with PBS previous to being collected 

non-enzymatically with Versene (Thermo Fisher Scientific) incubation for 10 minutes at room 



temperature. De-attached cells were washed once with blocking-PBS previous to being 

stained with fluorescent conjugated primary antibodies for 30 minutes at room temperature 

and protected from light exposure. Primary antibodies include CXCR4-PE (1:10; R&D 

Systems; FAB170P), CD74-Alexa647 (1:10; R&D Systems; FAB35901R) (Table 3). After 

incubation, samples were washed with blocking-PBS and stained with 4′,6-Diamidine-2′-

phenylindole dihydrochloride (DAPI) (Sigma-Aldrich) at a non-toxic concentration of 0.2 

µg/mL to dismiss dead cells from the analysis. Samples were analyzed with the flow 

cytometer ACEA Novocyte 3000 (Acea Bioscience Inc.) and results processed with 

NovoExpress Software (Acea Bioscience Inc.). 

 

 

 

We performed co-cultures combining NB and BM cells in order to evaluate the specific 

vulnerability of tumor but not BM cells to MIF inhibition. Thus, NB cells were plated at 5x104 

cells per well in regular media and allowed to attach for 24 h. Then, right after gradient 

density selection, BM cells were counted and pleated in a ratio of 10:1 (BM:NB) together 

with 30 µM of 4-IPP or vehicle. NB and BM cells cultured alone were used as positive and 

negative controls, respectively. After 72 h, floating and attached cells were collected 

together and washed with blocking-PBS. Then, samples were stained with CD45-PE 

antibody for 30 minutes at room temperature avoiding light exposure (Table 3). After 

incubation, samples were washed with blocking-PBS. In order to quantify dead cells, 

samples were stained with 0.2 µg/mL DAPI and then analyzed with ACEA Novocyte 3000 

Flow Cytometer (Acea Bioscience Inc.). Sample acquisition and results analyses were 

performed with NovoExpress Software (Acea Bioscience Inc.) 

 

 

 

Flow cytometry gating examples applied to analyze cell samples are depicted in Figure 2. 

First population (P1) was selected with a dot plot facing SSC-H to FSC-H (Figure 2 A). Next 

(P1) population was gated to select singlet events in a dot plot facing FSC-H to FSC-A 

creating a singlet population (Figure 2 B). Finally, singlet population was gated to discard 



dead cells, samples were stained with DAPI and selected by facing Pacific Blue signaling to 

Count in a histogram plot (Figure 2 C). This gating protocol was applied to each analyzed 

sample to select a population composed of alive singlet cells for further comparisons.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In vivo experiments were performed at the animal facility at our institution according to 

European directive (EU Directive 2010/63/EU) and local animal ethics committee 

(CEA9330). Xenograft models were generated by injecting NB cells subcutaneously into 

female athymic nude mice (Envigo). Each animal was injected in both flanks with 5x105 to 

1.5x106 LAN-1 cells diluted in 100 µL of Matrigel : RPMI mixture  (vol : vol) depending on 

the experiment protocol. Animal follow-up was carried out every 3-4 days by weight control 

and measuring tumor volumes with a caliper. To calculate tumor size (mm3), we used the 

following formula: 1/2(length × width2) (257). Endpoint criteria for any animal procedure was 

set when tumor size reached 2000 mm3 in a single flank or animal lost 20% of weight. Mice 

were ethically euthanized by cervical dislocation. Samples including tumors and healthy 

tissues of the animals were collected in formaldehyde solution or snap-frozen at -80Cº for 

posterior experiments.  

 

 

Figure 2: Example of flow cytometry gating applied to each sample in this 

project. A Main population selection (P1). B Singlet population selection 

from P1 C DAPI negative population as live events in P1>Singlets. 



 

 

Here, we studied whether subcutaneous injection of NB cells together with BM cells affected 

tumor engraftment and development. We compared LAN-1 engraftment, growth and survival 

after implantation alone or co-injected with BM cells in a 1:1 ratio. Briefly, mice were 

subcutaneously injected as follows: 

 NB group; injected with 5 x 105 LAN-1 cells per animal per flank (n=18) 

 BM/NB group; injected with 5 x 105 LAN-1 cells plus 5 x 105 of in vitro expanded BM 

primary cells (n=22) 

 BM group; injected with 5 x 105 of in vitro expanded BM primary cells (n=4) 

 

Tumor follow-up was performed as described above. Data from two different in vivo 

experiments are represented together. Engraftment and survival analyses were calculated 

by Kaplan-Meier Method performed with GraphPad Prism 8 software.  

 

 

  

We interrogated the antitumor efficacy of the MIF inhibitor 4-Iodo-6-phenylpyrimidine (4-IPP) 

(Merck) in a model of NB minimal residue disease. For in vivo treatment studies, 4-IPP was 

diluted in corn oil (Sigma-Aldrich) as previously described (241). For tumor generation, LAN-

1 cells were injected subcutaneously into athymic nude mice (1.5 x 106 cells per flank) as 

described above. Seven days post-injection mice were randomly distributed in four different 

groups:  

 Control; vehicle via intraperitoneal route (n=14) 

 4-IPP; 80 mg/kg via intraperitoneal route; 3 days a week every 2 days for 4 weeks 

(n=10) 

 Dinutuximab; 2.85 mg/m2 (20 µg per mice) via intravenous route; 2 days a week every 

3 days (n=10) 

 Combination; same dosages as single-agent regiments (n=10) 

 



 

 

 

  

Statistical analysis was performed with Graphpad Prism 8 software (La Jolla, USA). Detailed 

information for each analysis is specified in figure captions. 



 

1.1.  

 

The aim of the present study was to develop and establish an in vitro model that 

recapitulated BM microenvironment of patients with NB. For this purpose, we needed to 

recapitulate some of the major features of the BM microenvironment such as the secretome 

of the highly heterogenic cellular population that characterizes this niche.  

Here, we aimed to reproduce in vitro the heterogeneity of the BM of NB patients. To this 

end, we established primary cultures from 20 BM aspirates obtained from 14 different high-

risk NB patients collected at different time points of the clinical evolution of the disease. BM 

primary cells were directly plated in culture after performing a density gradient isolation, 

which allows to preserve mononuclear cells and remove erythrocytes and granulocytes 

(Figure 1 A). After 15 days, BM cultures showed a heterogenic phenotype under the 

microscope. The main expanded cell population had an adhesive fibroblast-like morphology; 

however, additional cells resembling macrophages and lymphocytes were also identified 

(Figure 1 A). In order to characterize these different cell populations, we stained BM cultures 

with different lineage-specific markers for flow cytometry analysis (BM cultures n=6, each 

one from a different patient). A predominant cell population was positive for mesenchymal 

markers including CD90, CD105 and HLA-DR (51.3±22.7%, 35.0±18.2%, 16.0±4.2%, 

respectively). As a positive control for mesenchymal markers, we used a previously 

generated BM-MSC cell culture derived from a non-oncologic patient. This purified and 

characterized cell culture was also positive of CD90, CD105 and HLA-DR (99.8%, 99.4% 

and 71.52% respectively). In addition to the mesenchymal population, BM cultures also 

stained for the myeloid-linage marker CD11b (16.9±6.5%), lymphoid-lineage marker CD19 

(13.9±7.7%) and dendritic cell marker CD123 (6.0±8.2%). Residual cell populations stained 

for the endothelial cell marker CD34 (0.2±0.06%) and hematopoietic stem cell marker 

CD117 (1.1±0.5%) (Figure 1 B-C).  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Characterization of BM 

expansion in vitro. A Microphotography 

after 15 days in vitro of expanded BM 

derived from different patients. 10x B 

Flow cytometry plots of expanded BMs 

and BM-derived MSCs. Colored 

populations in the dot plot show 

different cell markers: CD90 (orange), 

CD105 (yellow), HLA-DR (brown), 

CD19 (blue) and CD11b (purple). Non-

positive events are shown in grey. C 

Bar graphs with percentages of cell 

populations. Expanded BM n=6 (black 

spots) and BM-MSC n=1 (pink 

columns). 



 

 

After expansion, BM cells were incubated alone or in combination with NB cell lines in order 

to obtain CMs from different sources. After 48 h in standard conditions, supernatants were 

collected, centrifuged and kept at -80ºC for future procedures. With this approach, we 

generated three different types of CM: BM primary cells cultured alone (CM-BM) or co-

cultured with NB cells (CM-BM/NB), and NB cells cultured alone (CM-NB).  

 

In order to characterize the secretome, in the form of CMs, we used a Cytokine Profile Array 

that permitted to detect released cytokines (Figure 2 A). Seven out of 36 cytokines (MCP-

1, CXCL1, IL-1ra, IL-6, IL-8, MIF and PAI-1) were present in CM-BM and CM-BM/NB, but 

not in CM-NB. Remarkably, MIF was the only cytokine detected in CM-NB and was detected 

at similar levels in CM-BM/NB. In addition, secretion of the pro-inflammatory protein MCP-1 

was found to be lower in CM-BM/NB compared to CM-BM alone. IL-1ra and PAI-1 levels 

were higher in CM-BM/NB compared to CM-BM, despite being negative in CM-NB. On the 

other hand, no evidence of CXCL12 was observed in the CMs (Figure 2 B).  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Characterization of CMs. A Membranes of CM-NB, CM-BM, CM-BM/NB 36- 

Cytokine Profile Array, MIF spots are framed. B Quantification of cytokines present in CMs; 

each column represents mean pixel density of duplicate spots. 



Cytokine arrays results were validated by ELISA. Secreted MIF was quantified in different 

batches of CM-NB, CM-BM and CM-BM/NB, obtaining protein concentrations of 7.47±3.52, 

3.32±1.76 and 6.07±2.40 ng/mL, respectively. MIF levels diverged among CM-NBs obtained 

from different NB cells lines and ranged from 14.45 ng/mL in LAN-1 cells to 3.8 ng/mL in 

IMR5 cells (Figure 3 A). These findings suggested that NB cells secreted MIF when cultured 

either alone or in the presence of BM cells. Additionally, in agreement with the cytokine 

profile array, no detection of CXCL12 was observed in any CM by ELISA as all signals were 

below the detection limit of the technique; 31.2 pg/mL (Figure 3 B). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In order to verify the secretome of our CMs, we performed additional cytokine arrays directly 

on plasma samples obtained from patients’ BM aspirates (Figure 4). This enabled us to 

identify matched cytokines between CMs and patient BM samples, suggesting similar 

properties, and thus validate our experimental approach. Matched cytokines also permitted 

to identify factors potentially relevant for tumor maintenance/invasion in the BM niche. To 

this end, we interrogated 105 cytokines using the same technology of Cytokine Profile 

Arrays in two BM-derived plasmas. These samples were obtained from a patient with NB 

Figure 3: ELISAs from CMs A Box plot with quantification of secreted MIF, measured in 

different CMs batches (CM-NB n=6, CM-BM n=5 and CM-BM/NB n=6). B Box plot 

quantification of secreted CXCL12 measured in different CMs batches (CM-NB n=2, CM-BM 

n=2 and CM-BM/NB n=2) detected signals were below ELISA kit’s Limit of Detection (LOD). 



(INSS stage 4) disease disseminated to the BM at the moment of relapse (one PHOX2B-

positive cell among 177 BM cells). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: CM’s cytokines in 

correlation with BM plasma. A 

Heat map of pixel densities for 

105 cytokine analysis between 

infiltrated (Phox2b+) and non-

infiltrated (Phox2b-) BM plasma 

B. Membranes of 105-Cytokine 

Profile Array. C Paired analysis 

of BM plasma, infiltrated 

normalize with no infiltrated. 

Cytokines highlighted in red are 

present in CMs, light gray 

cytokines did not show 

differences between samples.  



 

 

Membrane analysis revealed differences between the cytokine profiles (Figure 4 A-B). Of 

the 105 evaluated cytokines, 53 showed increased release in the infiltrated plasma, among 

these IL-1ra, MIF, IL-8, PAI-1 and MCP-1 were also present in our CM’s. Twelve cytokines 

were found to be negative in non-infiltrated sample but present in the infiltrated one, being 

CXCL1 one of them. No differences were found in IL-6 levels between the two studied 

samples. IL-1ra, IL-6, PAI-1 and MIF cytokines showed a similar expression profile between 

patient-derived BM plasmas and CM-BM and CM-BM/NB, particularly for MIF secreted 

profiles (Figure 4 C).  

 

In summary, after a period of in vitro expansion, BM cultures preserved a heterogenic 

population that partly mimicked the BM cellular complexity. Cytokine secretion profiling 

showed strong similarities between CMs and patients’ BM-derived plasmas, with the 

presence of MIF but not CXCL12 being common to all the analyzed samples. These finding 

suggested that the nature of the secretome of CMs was dependent on the BM cells and not 

on individuality of the BM donor (patient). Moreover, our preliminary results highlighted MIF 

as a relevant cytokine potentially involved in the interaction between NB cells and the BM-

niche. Our CM’s recapitulated thus part of the BM cellular heterogeneity and cytokine 

signaling profile, and enabled us to further explore MIF in the context of NB disease in the 

BM niche.  

 

 

 

In addition to cytokine signaling, BM microenvironment is characterized by low oxygen 

tension, particularly in the HSC niches (258). These hypoxic niches were mimicked in our 

BM-like model by combining CMs (CM-NB, CM-BM, CM-BM/NB or CM-CNT) and different 

oxygen levels; high oxygen (atmospheric oxygen 21%; herein named normoxia) or low 

oxygen (physiological BM 1% O2, 5% CO2 and 94% N2; herein hypoxia) levels. Hypoxic 

conditions were confirmed by analyzing the expression of hypoxic-inducible transcription 

factor HIF-1α by western blot. We compared LAN-1 cells cultured under normoxia (Nx), 

hypoxia (Hx) or after treatment with cobalt(II) chloride (CoCl2; 30 and 150 µM), a chemical 

inducer of hypoxia response (259) (Figure 5 A).   



 

Response to hypoxia was also confirmed by RT-qPCR. We observed up-regulation of the 

hypoxia transcription factors HIF-1A and HIF-2A, as well as the hypoxia response genes 

VEGF, GLUT1 and OCT4 in LAN-1, SH-SY5Y and IMR5 at 48 h after cell culture in 1% of 

oxygen, confirming primary response to reduced oxygen levels. (Figure 5 B). Finally, we 

explored the effects of hypoxia on the activity of the principal signaling pathways using the 

Proteome Profiler Phospho-Kinase Array. The results showed increased phosphorylation in 

several intracellular pathways such as cyclic-AMP, PI3K and MAPK at 48 h after hypoxia 

exposure (Figure 5 C). These results confirmed the activation of hypoxic response in NB 

cells cultured under 1% of O2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Validation of hypoxia culture. A Western blot and head map quantification of HIF-

1α on LAN-1 cells after 4 h of each treatment. B RT-qPCR results represented as a fold 

change of normoxia expression levels 2 (–ΔΔCT). C Phosphorylation levels increased after 48 h 

of LAN-1 culture under normoxia or hypoxia conditions.   



2. 

.  

 

To explore the CXCR4/MIF pathway in NB tumors, we first analyzed expression profiles of 

genes of interest during dissemination to the BM and then compared them with primary 

tumors. Firstly, we analyzed a publicly available dataset (Gene Expression Omnibus 

repository ID: GSE94035) of gene expression obtained by high throughput sequencing 

(RNAseq). This expression profiling dataset included 16 primary high-risk NB tumors 

obtained at diagnosis, 42 samples of enriched BM-derived disseminated tumor cells (DTCs; 

n=22 at diagnosis and n=20 at relapse), as well as 28 BM non-tumor mononuclear cell 

(MNCs) samples. The DTC enrichment ranged from 18 to 96%. 

 

Our analyses revealed that expression levels of MIF correlated with DTCs-enrichment 

percentage, being higher in highly enriched samples. This result supported NB cell as the 

main source of MIF within the BM niche, as previously observed in the CM’s. DTCs 

enrichment levels were consistent with expression levels of the NB marker PHOX2B. MIF 

expression levels were similar between primary tumor samples and DTC samples at 

diagnostic (data not show). Altogether, these results suggested a stable expression of MIF 

among primary and disseminated NB cells while supporting NB cells as the principal source 

of MIF within the BM environment (Figure 6).  

 

On the contrary, the receptors CXCR4, CD74, CXCR7, CD44 and CXCR2 were highly 

expressed in BM-MNCs, whereas showed an inverse correlation with DTC-enrichment 

percentage. Similar correlation was observed when the expression of PTPRC (CD45) was 

compared with DTC-enrichment, consistent with NB cells being CD45- (260). 

 



 

 

 

 

Next, we then focused our analysis on two gene expression datasets obtained from primary 

NB tumor biopsies obtained at diagnosis (GSE54720 and GSE62564). GSE54720 was a 

microarray gene expression dataset generated by our group (GSE54720, HSJD, 

Barcelona). From a total of 21 cases staged following INSS criteria; n=5 stage 1, n=3 stage 

3, n=10 stage 4 and n=3 stage 4s. GSE62564 was a publicly available RNAseq dataset of 

498 primary NB samples (INSS criteria; n=121 stage 1, n=78 stage 2, n=63 stage 3, n=183 

stage 4 and n=53 stage 4s). Clinical data was available for all cases except nine samples, 

which were excluded from the study. Genes of interest (Introduction; Figure 13) were 

expressed in all tumor samples with similar trends in both datasets; except for the receptors 

CXCR2 and CXCR7 that showed lower expression (GSE62564, mean log2RPM of 

1.18±1.49 and 3.0±1.23 respectively) compared to CXCR4, CD74 and CD44 (GSE62564, 

mean log2RPM of 5.39±1.07, 8.15±1.31 and 7.71±1.66 respectively) (Figure 7 A-B). 

 

Figure 6: Correlation analysis from GSE94035. Gene expression levels were correlated with 

disseminated tumor cells (DTC) percentage.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We then proceeded to evaluate the association between gene expression levels and NB 

patient’s overall survival. Survival analyses were performed with the GSE62564 for which 

more than 15 years follow-up data were available (Figure 8). We used the Contal-O'Quigley 

method to determine the optimal cut point to discern two gene expression groups named 

“high” and “low” (261). Survival estimation was then performed using Kaplan-Meier method. 

Differential gene expression levels of CXCR4, MIF, CD74, CD44 and CXCL12 were all 

significantly associated with patient outcome (P<0.001). High expression of CXCR4 and MIF 

were associated with unfavorable overall survival of patients (P<0.001 and P<0.0001, 

respectively) (Figure 8 A-B). In contrast, high expression levels of CD74, CD44 and 

CXCL12 were associated with more favorable outcomes (P<0.0001 each of them) (Figure 

8 C-D).   

Figure 7: MIF-related genes expression in NB primary tumors in A GSE547020 and B 

GSE62564. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Next, we focused on NB tumors which show dissemination to distant sites, INSS stage 4 

and Stage 4S NB. Both stages are clinically defined by disseminated disease at diagnosis; 

however, patients with NB stage 4S show BM infiltration below 10% and are associated with 

a favorable prognosis, whereas patients with stage 4 show high tumor invasion within BM 

niche and are associated with unfavorable prognosis (see Introduction Section 2.1.). 

Around 35% of stage 4 NB tumors have MYCN gene amplification (262-264). Thus, stage 4 

samples were also grouped accordingly to these features; non-MYCN amplified (na) and 

MYCN amplified (a). Altogether, GSE54720 compiled 3 stage 4S, 5 stage 4 (na) and 5 stage 

4 (a), whereas GSE62564 contained 48 stage 4S, 116 stage 4 (na) and 65 stage 4 (a) NB 

patients.  

Figure 8: Kaplan Meyers curves representing overall survival analysis of GSE62564 in 

relation to A CXCR4, B CD74, C CXCL12 and D MIF expression data. High expression is 

colored in red and low expression in green. (n) number of patients per group while events per 

group are shown within parenthesis. Overall survival (OS). 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The expression of CXCR4 was enhanced in patients with stage 4 (a) when compared to 

stage 4S (GSE54720 P<0.05; GSE62564 P<0.01) or compared to stage 4 (na) (GSE62564 

P<0.01). In contrast, CD74 and its co-receptor CD44 showed lower expression in stage 4 

(a) than in stage 4S or stage 4 (na) (GSE62564 P<0.01 in both), even though there were no 

differences between stage 4S and 4 (na). CD74 and CD44 only achieved significant 

differences in the GSE62564; however, GSE54720 results showed similar trends despite 

the smaller sampler size. CXCR7 and CXCR2 expression did not show statistical differences 

among disseminated NB groups (Figure 9).  Regarding ligands, CXCL12 expression was 

higher in stage 4S when compared to stage 4 (both, (na) and (a); P<0.05 and P<0.01 

respectively; GSE62564). Moreover, stage 4 (na) had increased CXCL12 levels compared 

to stage 4 (a) (GSE62564 P<0.01). In contrast, MIF showed the opposite results, being 

increased in stage 4 (a) compared to stage 4 (na) and stage 4S (GSE62564 P<0.01 for 

both), as well as increased in stage 4 (na) compared to stage 4S (GSE62564 P<0.01) 

Figure 9: Analysis of studied genes in relation to disseminated neuroblastoma stages in 

GSE54720 (up) and GSE62564 (down). Violin plot showing gene expression in relation to 

each neuroblastoma subgroup. (an) non-amplified (a) amplified. One-way Anova Kruskal 

Wallis test * P<0.05 and ** P<0.01.  



(Figure 9). Results obtained from our analyses emphasized that, besides sharing same the 

receptors, expression of CXCR4 and MIF was associated with high-risk disseminated NB, 

whereas CD74-CD44 and CXCL12 expression was associated with MYCN non-amplified 

NB tumors. 

 

Next, we interrogated the expression levels of our genes of interest across human 

development using a dataset derived from tissue-specific biopsies obtained during fetal and 

post-natal ages (254). This database is available at ArrayExpress repository under the code 

E-MTAB-6814. We analyzed gene expression of CXCR4, CD74, CXCL12 and MIF during 

the development of 3 different tissues: brain mesencephalon, n=53 (fetal n=32, pediatric 

n=12, adult n=9), liver n=49 (fetal n=37, pediatric n=6, adult n=6) and kidney (fetal n=27, 

pediatric n=9, adult no data) (Figure 10). Unfortunately, no data from neural crest or bone 

marrow was available. For receptors, differential expression was found during brain 

development, being CXCR4 highly expressed during fetal period until infancy (6-9 month) 

and less expressed during childhood and adulthood. On the contrary, CD74 had low 

expression levels during fetal development and its expression progressively increased from 

newborn until childhood (up to 9 years), remaining highly expressed during adulthood. In 

brain, no clear pattern was found for ligands during development or aging; however, 

increased MIF expression was reported after birth. In liver, CD74 was homogeneously 

expressed during pre-natal and post-natal periods, and CXCL12 tended to increase at post-

natal stages and during adulthood. In kidney, a prominent increase of CD74 occurred after 

birth and during all pediatric ages. No data were available for adult stages (Figure 10 A-B).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In summary, high gene expression levels of CXCR4 and MIF were associated with a more 

unfavorable outcome of patients with NB, whereas CD74, CD44 and CXCL12 were 

associated with less aggressive disease. In addition, CXCR4 expression in 

neuroectodermal-derived tissues was higher at embryonal stages, whereas MIF showed 

increased expression mostly in brain during childhood. This is of interest since NB is an 

embryonal tumor of neural lineage origin.  

 

 

Figure 10: Gene expression data of brain, liver and kidney development and aging. Time-

course histogram for receptors (CXCR4 and CD74) and ligands (MIF and CXCL12). 



 

 

 

Here, we explored the impact of our previously characterized CMs on NB cells in vitro.  

Together with CMs, NB cells were also cultured under low oxygen levels to better 

recapitulate the BM niche (265). We cultured NB cells in the presence of each CMs (CM-

NB, CM-BM, CM-BM/NB or CM-CNT) at both normoxia (Nx; atmospheric oxygen 21%) or 

hypoxia levels (Hx; 1% O2, 5% CO2 and 94% N2). Cell proliferation and activity of relevant 

oncogenic pathways were analyzed. 

 

To study the effects of our BM-based model, we measured cell viability as a surrogate 

marker of NB proliferation using the MTS assay. Fold change of cell viability in a time-course 

setting (0, 24, 48, 72 and 96 h) was assessed relative to initial values (0 h). Significance was 

determined comparing each experimental condition to CM-CNT at normoxia (Figure 11 A). 

LAN-1 cells showed a time-dependent increase in cell viability when cultured under BM-

derived CM’s (CM-BM and CM-BM/NB), this effect was further enhanced under hypoxic 

conditions. Despite SH-SY5Y cells showed a similar increase upon adding BM-derived CMs, 

oxygen levels did not affect cell viability over time. In contrast, IMR5 cells, we observed that 

none of the evaluated CMs increased cell viability and only hypoxia at CM-CNT increased 

significantly their proliferative capacity (Figure 11 B). Studied NB cell lines showed different 

responses to BM-based model in terms of cell viability. Interestingly, response to BM-derived 

CM’s was mainly observed in NB cell lines obtained in origin from BM infiltration such as 

LAN-1 and SH-SY5Y. These cell lines were selected for posterior experiments. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No differences in basal CXCR4 or CD74 membrane levels were found among the different 

cell lines (data not shown). Thus, we next investigated whether the BM in vitro model could 

modulate the amount of MIF receptors on NB cell membrane. To this end, we measured 

membrane levels of CXCR4 and CD74, which showed in our microarray analysis differential 

gene expression associated with NB patient outcome (Figure 8 A-B). We performed flow 

cytometry analysis on LAN-1 and SH-SY5Y cell lines at 72 h after exposure to all 

experimental conditions. Under normoxia, no difference in membrane levels of CXCR4 was 

FIGURE 11: Viability assays. A. LAN-1, SH-SY5Y and IMR5 cell lines cultured in CMs under 

normoxic and hypoxic conditions performed over 4 days. Data were represented as a fold 

change viability to time 0 h (n=6). B. Table with significances obtained in viability assays. 

Adjusted P-values were obtained by performing Two-way ANOVA Dunnett’s multiple 

comparisons test, comparing each culture condition to control group Normoxia CM-CNT. 

Normoxia conditions were represented in shades of grey color, hypoxia conditions in blue 

color code. Non-significant (ns), non-applicable (na). 



observed in LAN-1 cells, whereas SH-SY5Y increased CXCR4 in all CM’s (CM-NB; 

P<0.0001, CM-BM; P<0.001 and CM-BM/NB; P<0.0001) (Figure 12 A-B). When hypoxia 

was added, LAN-1 cells showed a trend, even if not statistically significant, to increase 

CXCR4 membrane levels particularly in CM-BM and CM-BM/NB (P =0.11 and P =0.29 

respectively). Similar results were obtained for SH-SY5Y under hypoxia, as an increase of 

CXCR4 was observed in CM-NB; P<0.0001, CM-BM; P<0.05 and CM-BM/NB; P<0.001. 

Suggesting no effects of hypoxia on this cell line in terms of CXCR4 membrane levels.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12: Membrane CXCR4 levels by flow cytometry. A Histograms showing CXCR4 

membrane levels in LAN-1 cultured under BM-based model at 72 h. B Bar graphs with CXCR4 

quantification. Data was represented as a fold change to CM-CNT Normoxia (n=3). C 

Histograms showing CXCR4 membrane levels in SH-SY5Y cultured under BM-based model 

at 72 h. D Bar graphs with CXCR4 quantification. Data was represented as a fold change to 

CM-CNT Normoxia (n=3). Histograms were generated with NovoFlow Software (Acea 

Bioscience). Normoxia results were represented in a black-grey color code and hypoxia in 

blue color code. Significances (*) P<0.05, (**) P<0.01, (***) P<0.001 and (****) P<0.0001. 



Regarding CD74, no increase in levels of this receptor was observed under any 

experimental condition in both cell lines. On the contrary, SH-SY5Y cells showed decreased 

levels of CD74 in normoxia (CM-NB; P<0.0001, CM-BM; P<0.01 and CM-BM/NB; 

P<0.0001), being even more pronounced under hypoxia (CM-CNT; P<0.0001, CM-BM; 

P<0.05 and CM-BM/NB; P<0.001) (Figure 13 C-D). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Endorsed by previous studies that linked CXCR4 with the activation of PI3K and MAPK 

signaling pathways (215), we sought to study whether these pathways could be modulated 

Figure 13: Membrane CD74 by flow cytometry. A Histograms showing CD74 membrane 

levels in LAN-1 cultured under BM-based in vitro model for 72 h. B LAN-1 CD74 quantification 

represented as a fold change to CM-CNT Normoxia (n=3). C Histograms showing CD74 

membrane levels in SH-SY5Y cultured under BM-based in vitro model for 72 h. D SH-SY5Y 

CD74 quantification represented as a fold change to CM-CNT Normoxia (n=3). Histograms 

were generated with NovoFlow Software (Acea Bioscience). Normoxia results were 

represented in a grey color code and hypoxia in blue color code. Significances (*) P<0.05, (**) 

P<0.01, (***) P<0.001 and (****) P<0.0001. 



by our BM-based in vitro model. Thus, we preformed western blot assays to quantify 

phosphorylation levels on AKT(S473) (PI3K pathway) and ERK1/2(T202/Y204 and 

T185/Y187) (MAPK pathway) after exposure of NB cells to all the experimental conditions. 

NB cell lines LAN-1 and SH-SY5Y were cultured under the same conditions as in viability 

assays. After 48h, samples were collected to proceed with protein extraction, quantification 

and immunoblot detection (Figure 14). In normoxia, LAN-1 showed higher pAKT/AKT ratios 

after exposure to CM-BM and CM-BM/NB, conditions with increased cell viability. Hypoxia 

increased pAKT/AKT ratios in CM-BM and CM-BM/NB. All conditions showed an increment 

of pAKT/AKT ratios when compared to their respective normoxia counterparts. Regarding 

the MAPK pathway, LAN-1 showed higher pERK/ERK ratios in CM-BM and CM-BM/NB, but 

exclusively when cultured under hypoxic conditions. The increment of pAKT and pERK in 

LAN-1 exposed to low oxygen levels was previously observed during hypoxia 

characterization (Figure 5 C). SH-SY5Y showed high pAKT/AKT and pERK/ERK ratios in 

all CM’s, particularly in CM-BM. Similar to cell viability results, minor phosphorylation 

changes were observed between CMs when cultured under hypoxia (Figure 14 B).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14: Western blot quantification A Images of immunoblots obtained from LAN-1 and 

SH-SY5Y cells cultured under BM-based in vitro model for 48 h. P-AKT (S473) and P-ERK 

(T202/Y204 T185/Y187). Gamma Tubulin was quantified as a loading control. B Heat map 

with phosphorylation ratios (phosphorylated band / total band). Band intensity levels was 

calculated with Fiji Software. 



Overall, CM-BM, CM-BM/NB and hypoxia increased CXCR4 membrane levels in both BM 

derived cell lines –LAN-1 and SH-SY5Y-. In addition, western blot results showed an 

activation of PI3K/AKT and MAPK/ERK signaling pathways in these particular conditions. 

Altogether, these result suggested a relationship between elevated CXCR4 receptor, cell 

signaling activation and cell viability observed under in the context of our BM-based model.  

 

The distinct activation of cell signaling pathways and phenotypes that we observed in vitro 

prompted us to explore the effect of our BM-model conditions on the tumorigenic capacity 

of NB cells. To this end, we performed an in vitro colony formation assay (Figure 15). LAN-

1 cells enhanced colony formation capacity when cultured under hypoxic conditions, across 

all the CMs applied, as compared to normoxia (Figure 15 A). A similar trend was observed 

for SH-SY5Y cells (Figure 15 B). Both cell lines showed a clear phenotype change in colony 

architecture. Under hypoxic conditions, both LAN-1 and SH-SY5Y showed larger, outspread 

colonies, with cells less aggregated to each. This was particularly evident for CM-BM and 

CM-BM/NB conditions. To further explore this phenotype, we performed migration, invasion 

assays.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 15: Colony formation assay. A) Pictures of LAN-1 fixed colonies stained with crystal 

violet. Detail of a developed colony aspect (10x). (n=3) B) Pictures of SH-SY5Y fixed colonies 

stained with crystal violet. Detail of a developed colony aspect (10x). (n=3)  



 

 

MIF and CXCR4 signaling has been described to promoted cell migration and invasion in 

adult carcinomas as well as in pediatric tumors such as rhabdomyosarcomas (239). To test 

the migration capacity of NB cells, we examined monolayer cell migration in response to a 

mechanical scratch wound after 24 h in the presence and absence of our experimental cell 

culture conditions. The percentage of open wound area was quantified with Fiji Software.  

LAN-1 has been previously described as a low migratory cell line compared to other NB cell 

lines (266). Interestingly, LAN-1 cells showed enhanced migration capacity when exposed 

to CM, being significant after 24 h exposure to CM-BM and CM-BM/NB under hypoxic 

conditions (both, P<0.001) when compared to control conditions (Figure 16 A-B).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Next, we tested the ability of our BM-based model to stimulate cell motility and invasion in 

LAN-1 cells by performing chemotaxis and chemoinvasion experiments (transwell assays). 

To this end, NB cells were placed in the upper-chamber of matrigel-coated transwells while 

different CM’s were added in the lower-chamber (Figure 17 A). After 96h, we assessed the 

ability of cells to migrate towards the chemoattractant and cross the tissue barrier (Matrigel-

FIGURE 16: Wound healing assay in LAN-1. A Wound closure after 24 h, hyphen lines 

delimitate initial wound edge. B Bar graph with recovery quantification. Normoxia results 

represented in black-grey colors and hypoxia in blue range colors. Statistic differences 

calculated comparing each experimental condition to control (CM-CNT in normoxia) with Two-

way Anova Dunnett’s multiple comparison test, (n=3). (***) P<0,001. 



coated membrane). The peak stimulatory effect was observed when LAN-1 cells were 

cultured under hypoxia and chemo-attracted by CM-BM/NB (P<0.001), and to a less extent 

CM-BM (P=0.71) (Figure 17 B). These findings demonstrate that the secretome of the CM-

BM/NB has a clear chemo-attractant effect on LAN-1 cells, inducing cell migration and 

invasion across the 3-D matrix barrier toward it. These observations are in agreement with 

the results of the wound healing assays.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Altogether, NB exposure to in vitro BM-based model reported enhanced cell viability, 

activation of PI3K/AKT and MAPK/ERK signaling pathways, increased cell migration, 

invasion and chemo-attraction particularly with CM-BM/NB in hypoxic conditions.  

To further explore the effect of BM microenvironment on NB tumor cells, we injected 

subcutaneously into each flank of athymic nude mice LAN-1 cells either alone (NB group, 5 

x 105 per flank) or mixed with expanded BM cells (1:1 ratio; group BM/NB). As negative 

control, a small group of mice were injected with BM cells alone (group BM). Time to tumor 

cell engraftment, tumor growth rate, morphology, invasion capacity, metastasis incidence 

and recipient mouse survival were assessed until tumors reached the end-point criteria 

(1500 mm3) (Figure 18).  

Both groups –NB and BM/NB group- showed an engraftment of 100%. Interestingly, the 

median engraftment time was significantly shorter in BM/NB compared to NB group (16 vs 

43.5 days) (P<0.05). As expected, no engraftment or evidence of disease was observed in 

FIGURE 17: Transwell invasion assay in LAN-1 cells. A Pictures of migrated cells (Crystal 

Violet stained) after 96 h of culture. (20x magnification) B Quantification of invaded area of 

membranes. Normoxia (black-grey) and hypoxia (blue-range). Differences were calculated 

comparing each experimental condition to control (CM-CNT in normoxia) with Two-way 

Anova, Dunnett’s multiple comparison test. (n=3). (***) P<0.001. 



the BM group, where BM cells progressively disappeared (Figure 18 A). Macroscopic 

aspect of tumors was similar, being all highly vascularized. The BM/NB group showed a 

shorter, albeit not significant, survival time when compared to NB group (95 vs 106 days) 

(Figure 18 B). In addition to the subcutaneous masses, both groups developed macroscopic 

disseminated disease to distant lymphoid ganglia. The incidence of metastasis was similar 

in both groups, as 6 out of 12 in BM/NB group and 4 out 8 in NB group were observed (data 

not show).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These results suggested that BM cells contribute to generate a favorable microenvironment 

that promoted a more rapid engraftment of NB cells (LAN-1). However, the beneficial effect 

on NB cells was restricted to the first few weeks of tumor growth, probably due to the short 

survival of BM cells within the model. This further supports the importance of BM 

microenvironment for NB growth.  

 

 

 

FIGURE 18: Effects of BM cells in LAN-1 xenograft. A) Engraftment curves 

for each group. Engraftment event was reported at 100 mm3 tumor size. B) 

Survival curves for each group. Survival event was reported at 1500 mm3 

tumor size. C) Plot of individual tumor size for each group.  



 

 

 

Here, we studied whether the BM-based model affected NB response to chemotherapy. We 

tested LAN-1 response to drugs included in chemotherapy protocols of patients with high-

risk NB tumors, specifically SN-38 (irinotecan) (500-0.08 nM), doxorubicin (2500-0.38 nM) 

and etoposide (11250-1.7 nM) (Figure 19).  

Under control conditions (CM-CNT and normoxia), IC50 values were 1.49 nM (1.34-1.65 

nM) for SN-38, 27.43 nM (22.17-34.3 nM) for doxorubicin and 491.3 (447.4-546.8 nM) for 

etoposide (Figure 19 A). Our BM-based model affected LAN-1 sensitivity in a drug-specific 

manner. SN-38, a topoisomerase I inhibitor, showed less cytotoxicity when LAN-1 cells were 

cultured in hypoxic conditions in both CM-CNT and CM-BM/NB (P<0.01 and P<0.05); 

whereas, CM-BM/NB in normoxia did not increase SN-38 resistance (Figure 19 B). In 

contrast, the DNA intercalant agent doxorubicin showed higher IC50 values and 

corresponding less cytotoxicity in cells cultured with CM-BM/NB regardless of oxygen levels 

(Figure 19 D). Finally, etoposide, a topoisomerase II inhibitor, showed higher IC50 values 

in all culture conditions compared to CM-CNT at normoxia (P<0.05) (Figure 19 E-F). The 

high IC50 values observed for etoposide at basal levels suggested intrinsic LAN-1 

resistance to this drug, independent of the BM cell culture conditions. Taken together, CM-

BM/NB increased LAN-1 resistance to doxorubicin and etoposide whereas SN-38 resistance 

seemed to be related with a hypoxic environment.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One of the specific objectives of our study was to identify novel therapeutic strategies to 

reduce aggressiveness and invasiveness of NB cells present in the BM niche. To this end, 

we explored different pharmacological approaches to target MIF and CXCR4 as potential 

critical mediators for NB progression within BM niche (Introduction; Figure 13). 

First, we explored the potential antitumor effect of the CXCR4 antagonist AMD3100 

(Plerixafor), a drug that impairs CXCR4/CXCL12 interactions and CXCR4 signaling (249). 

We performed MTS assays in order to evaluate whether AMD3100 at a concentration range 

of 50 µM to 0.0001 µM could affect NB cell viability. In regular culture conditions (RPMI 

supplemented with 10% iFBS, L-glutamine and Penicillin/Streptomycin), concentrations 

FIGURE 19: Cytotoxic activity of chemotherapy compounds on LAN-1 cells cultured with BM-

based model at 72 h. A SN-38 cytotoxicity at different BM-based model culture conditions. B 

Relative LAN-1 cell viability at SN-38 IC50. C Doxorubicin cytotoxicity at different BM-based 

model culture conditions. D Relative viability at doxorubicin IC50. E Etoposide cytotoxicity at 

different BM-based model culture conditions. F Relative viability at etoposide IC50. Normoxia 

(black-grey) and hypoxia (blue-range). Differences were calculated comparing each 

experimental condition to control (CM-CNT under normoxia) with Two-way Anova, Dunnett’s 

multiple comparison test. (n=3) (*) P<0.05, (**) P<0.01 and (***) P<0.001. 



below 1 µM of AMD3100 did not affect cell viability; however, at concentrations above 1 µM, 

the drug stimulated NB cellular viability in all tested cell lines. Although in contrast with what 

we expected, similar results of AMD3100 have been previously described by Berning P. et 

al. in Ewing sarcoma and NB cell lines, where authors suggest a compensatory feedback 

interaction between CXCR4 and other tyrosine kinase receptors (267).  

No differences in drug response were observed when cultured under different oxygen levels 

(Figure 20 A). In addition, we also confirmed a dose-dependence down-regulation of 

CXCR4 by flow cytometry when LAN-1 cells where treated with AMD3100 at regular 

conditions (Figure 20 B). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We next focused on the inhibition of MIF as a potential therapeutic strategy. We evaluated 

two pharmacological compounds, ISO-1 and 4-IPP. The first, considered the reference drug 

for MIF inhibition, impairs the tautomerase activity as well as the binding capacity of MIF 

with CD74 (194). The second, 4-IPP, is a covalent MIF inhibitor with higher affinity for the 

protein and capacity to inhibit at lower drug concentrations as compared to ISO-1 (241). 

Treatment with ISO-1 (concentration range of 50-0.2 µM) showed limited NB cytotoxicity 

(Figure 21 A). In contrast, treatment with 4-IPP (concentration range of 50-0.2 µM) showed 

Figure 20: Activity of CXCR4 inhibitor on neuroblastoma cell lines A Non cytotoxic activity of 

AMD3100 in LAN-1, SH-SY5Y and IMR5 under normoxia (black) or hypoxia (blue) (n=6). B 

Flow cytometry histogram of membrane CXCR4 in LAN-1 treated with 10 µM and 10 nM of 

AMD3100 for 24 h.  



a concentration-dependent cytotoxicity against NB cell lines: LAN-1 IC50 in normoxia 30.0 

µM (21.4-226.1 µM) and hypoxia 30.5 µM (25.9-59.8 µM), SH-SY5Y IC50 in normoxia 17.3 

µM (15.3-19.9 µM) and hypoxia (na) and IMR5 IC50 in normoxia 0.17 µM (na -0.76 µM) and 

hypoxia 1.49 µM (1.2 -1.8 µM) (Figures 21 B). Since MIF ligand was also detected in the 

secretome of bone marrow cells, in the form of CM-BM, we also explored whether 4-IPP 

was cytotoxic against primary BM-derived cells.  Importantly, no cytotoxicity was observed 

below 50 µM, suggesting that 4-IPP acts specifically on NB tumor cells and no potential 

treatment-related toxicities would be expected on patients’ BM cells (Figure 21 C). 

 

 

Next, we tested whether 4-IPP cytotoxicity was selective against NB cells (LAN-1) when 

cultured together with BM-derived cells in a 1:10 ratio (Figure 22). To this end, LAN-1 cells 

were plated 24 h before being co-cultured with BM cells and then treated with the vehicle or 

4-IPP at 30 µM. After 72 h, samples were collected, stained with CD45-PE antibody and 

Figure 21: Activity of MIF inhibitors on neuroblastoma cell lines and BM primary cultures A 

Cytotoxic activity of ISO-1 in a panel neuroblastoma cell lines under normoxia (black) or 

hypoxia (blue) conditions (n=6). B Cytotoxic activity of 4-IPP in a panel neuroblastoma cell 

lines and BM primary culture under normoxia (black) or hypoxia (blue) conditions (n=6). C 

Table with IC50 values of 4-IPP activity in µM. Non-applicable (na). 



DAPI, and analyzed by flow cytometry. After gating selection, percentages of three different 

populations were quantified; CD45+/DAPI- as alive BM cells, CD45-/DAPI- as alive LAN-1 

cells, and DAPI+ as dead cells (Figure 22 A).  

In agreement with the MTS assay results, BM cells treated with 4-IPP showed no differences 

in the DAPI+ population. In contrast, treatment of the LAN-1 cell line with 4-IPP increased 

percentage of DAPI+ cells with a concomitant decrease in CD45-/DAPI- cells. When cultured 

together, a diminished population of CD45-/DAPI- was reported while no differences were 

observed in the CD45+/DAPI- population (Figure 22 B). Thus, treatment with 4-IPP was 

selective for NB cells but not for patient-derived BM primary cells in co-culture in vitro 

models. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 22: Activity of 4-IPP on LAN-1 and BM co-cultures. A Density plots facing CD-45 vs. 

DAPI signaling. Graphs show single culture of BM and LAN-1 together with co-culture LAN-

1:BM ratio (1:10) treated with vehicle or 4-IPP 30 µM, 72 h at regular conditions. B Bar graphs 

showing the percentage of positive population for each experimental condition (n=2). 



 

Based on our findings and the current knowledge about MIF signaling in cancer (220, 268, 

269), we proceeded to investigate if the pro-tumorigenic effect of our CM’s was related with 

MIF signaling activity, potentially thought the CXCR4 receptor. To this end, we explored 

whether treatment with MIF or CXCR4 inhibitors could selectively impair aggressive 

phenotypes promoted by our BM-model. First, we tested whether AMD3100 or 4-IPP could 

specifically prevent LAN-1 cell growth when exposed to BM-based model. For cell viability 

studies, we selected drug concentrations below IC50 values and with minimum activity over 

cell viability at regular medium conditions; 10 nM of AMD3100 and 5 μM of 4-IPP (Figure 

21 A-B).  

Time-dependent changes in LAN-1 cell viability after treatment with vehicle, AMD3100 or 4-

IPP under different CMs and oxygen levels are shown in Figure 23. Significant changes 

were mainly identified at 72 h after treatment (Figure 23 A). At this time point, MIF inhibition 

with 4-IPP decreased LAN-1 cell viability in CM-BM under hypoxia and CM-BM/NB under 

normoxia and hypoxic conditions (all of them, P<0.05). No differences in cell viability were 

observed when 4-IPP was added in LAN-1 cells cultured in CM-CNT either under normoxia 

or hypoxia (Figure 23 B). Regarding CXCR4 inhibition, AMD3100 did not significantly 

modify cell viability, even though a minimum trend was observed in the case of CM-BM/NB 

under normoxia and hypoxia (both, P=0.36) (Figure 23 B). Altogether, these results 

suggested that MIF was critical for NB cell viability in a BM-like environment and such effect 

could be reverted partially by treatment with 4-IPP. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Additionally, we tested whether sub-lethal concentrations of CXCR4 or MIF inhibitors could 

also impair other malignant phenotypes of NB cells. 4-IPP abrogated LAN-1 migration in 

CM-BM/NB under hypoxia or under normoxia (both, P<0.05) whereas the effect of treatment 

with AMD3100 was less evident (P=0.35) (Figure 24 A-B). Similar results were obtained 

with the transwell chamber assay, where 4-IPP treated LAN-1 cells showed a clearly 

reduced chemoattraction and invasion compared to vehicle-treated control cells (P<0.05). 

AMD3100, treatment showed the same trend even though significance was not reached 

(P=0.36) (Figure 24 C-D).  

FIGURE 23: A Viability of LAN-1 cultured under BM-based model performed over 3 days. 

Solid line represents vehicle, dot line represents cells treated with 5 µM 4-IPP and hyphen line 

cells treated with 10 nM AMD-3100. Data are represented as a fold change viability to time 0 

(n=3). B Bar graphs showing viability differences between treatments at 72 h. Normoxia 

conditions were represented in black-grey colors, hypoxia conditions in blue range colors. 

Significances were obtained comparing each CM’s vehicle condition with their treatments in 

One-way Anova Kruskal-Wallis test. (*) P<0.05. 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MIF inhibitors have been reported to enhance the cytotoxic effects of chemotherapy (182, 

245, 270). Thus, we aimed to test whether treatment with a MIF inhibitor could modulate 

drug resistances associated with CM-BM/NB. To this end, a constant concentration of 4-IPP 

(5 µM) was added to LAN-1 cells exposed to doxorubicin and etoposide (Figure 25).  

FIGURE 24: Wound healing assay in LAN-1. A Wound recovery under CM-BM/NB culture in 

combination with AMD3100 (10 nM) and 4-IPP (5 µM) at 24 h. Hyphen lines delimitate initial 

wound edge. B Bar graph with recovery quantification. Normoxia (black) and hypoxia (blue). 

Statistic differences calculated comparing each experimental condition to each Vehicle with 

One-way Anova Kruskal-Wallis test. (n=3) (*) P<0.05. C Invaded cells towards hypoxia CM-

BM/NB culture together with AMD3100 (10 nM) and 4-IPP (5 µM) at 96h. D Bar graph with 

invasion quantification. Normoxia (black) and hypoxia (blue). Statistic differences calculated 

comparing each experimental condition to Vehicle with One-way Anova Kruskal-Wallis test 

(n=3) (*) P<0.05. 



In LAN-1 cells cultured under normoxia, the addition of 4-IPP increased the concentration-

dependent cytotoxicity of doxorubicin in CM-BM/NB, reducing significantly cell viability at 

IC50 values (P<0.01) (Figure 25 C-D). However, this effect was not observed when the 

combination was performed in CM-CNT. In hypoxic conditions, 4-IPP did not increase 

doxorubicin activity neither in CM-CNT or CM-BM/NB (Figure 25 B and D). When 4-IPP 

was combined with etoposide, increased cell cytotoxicity was observed in both normoxia 

CM-CNT (P<0.01) and CM-BM/NB (P<0.001) (Figure 25 E-H). Moreover, addition of 4-IPP 

impaired hypoxia-related resistance to etoposide in both CM-CNT and CM-BM/NB (Figure 

25 F and H).  

Overall, our in vitro results pointed out that CM-BM/NB along with hypoxia recapitulated NB 

malignant behavior in the bone marrow niche by promoting cell viability, invasion and drug 

resistance. In addition, our findings suggested MIF inhibition as an interesting therapeutic 

strategy to impair NB expansion in the BM niche.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our in vitro studies showed that the MIF inhibitor 4-IPP impaired NB growth in the BM niche. 

Here, we tested the antitumor effect of 4-IPP in vivo using LAN-1 cells subcutaneously 

injected into both flanks (1,5 x 106 per flank) of athymic nude mice. Based on our findings 

we reasoned that MIF inhibition could represent a potential approach for the treatment of 

high-risk NB that have minimal residual disease (MRD) that causes relapse within the BM 

niche even after therapy. With this aim, we tested the antitumor effect of 4-IPP in a MRD 

scenario where animal treatments were initiated 7 days after LAN-1 subcutaneous injection.  

Figure 25: Activity of doxorubicin (A-D) and etoposide (E-H) together with 5 µM of 4-IPP in 

LAN-1 cells cultured in BM-based model at 72 h. A Doxorubicin cytotoxicity in CM-CNT. B Bar 

graph with relative viability at CM-CNT for doxorubicin IC50. C Doxorubicin cytotoxicity in CM-

BM/NB.  D Bar graph with relative viability at CM-BM/NB for doxorubicin IC50 (n=3). E 

Etoposide cytotoxicity in CM-CNT. F Bar graph with relative viability at CM-CNT for etoposide 

IC50. G Etoposide cytotoxicity in CM-BM/NB.  H Bar graph with relative viability at CM-BM/NB 

for etoposide IC50 (n=3). Normoxia (black) and hypoxia (blue). Differences were calculated 

comparing each experimental condition to control (Vehicle under normoxia) with Two-way 

Anova Dunnett’s multiple comparison test). (*) P<0.05, (**) P<0.01 and (***) P<0.001. 

 



We further explored the efficacy of 4-IPP when administered in combination with 

dinutuximab, a chimeric monoclonal antibody that targets the disialoganglioside GD2 

antigen on NB cell membrane. Dinutuximab has been approved for second-line treatment 

for children with high-risk NB (82). We approached this combination due to the potential 

immunostimulatory effects of MIF inhibition describe in previous studies (271, 272). Three 

group treatments were evaluated: Vehicle, 4-IPP 80 mg/kg, Dinutuximab 20 µg/dose and a 

combination group of 4-IPP plus Dinutuximab (Figure 26).  

Animals were followed-up and tumor growth was measured every 3-4 days during treatment 

(4 weeks) until endpoint criteria (Figure 26 A). Animals treated with 4-IPP alone or in 

combination with Dinutuximab showed a tumor growth delay with respect to Dinutuximab or 

the vehicle group. Moreover, we observed longer survival curves for animals under 4-IPP or 

combination treatment, with a benefit of 24 days and 31 days respectively (88 days vehicle 

group vs. 112 days 4-IPP group (P<0.05) and vs. 119 days in the combination group 

(P<0.05)). Single treatment with Dinutuximab did not show prolonged survival when 

compared to vehicle; however, 2 out 5 mice did not develop tumors (Figure 26 B). At the 

experimental endpoint (subcutaneous tumor volume = 2000 mm3), macroscopic metastatic 

lesions were observed in all treated groups (2 out of 5 mice, in all three regiments) and (4 

out or 7 mice) in the vehicle group (data not show). These metastatic lesions were 

predominantly located in axillary and retroperitoneal lymph nodes. Importantly, no negative 

side effects such as physical symptoms, decreased activity or body weight loss were 

observed for any of the treatment groups (Figure 26 C). 

Our preliminary results showed that inhibition of MIF affected tumors by delaying initial 

growth, however, treatment with 4-IPP was not enough to inhibit the invasive behavior of NB 

cells. These results suggested MIF targeting, alone or in combination treatment, as a 

potential therapeutic strategy to be further explored for high-risk NB patients with MRD. The 

pharmacological targeting of MIF, with either 4-IPP or other MIF inhibitors, needs to be 

further explored in more comprehensive preclinical studies. 

 



 

 

 

FIGURE 26: In vivo efficacy of 4-IPP, Dinutuximab and 4-IPP plus Dinutuximab (Dinu/4-IPP) 

in sub-cutaneous LAN-1 xenograft. A Tumor survival curves for each group. Survival event 

was reported at 1000 mm3 tumor size. B Plot of individual tumor size for each treatment group. 

C Body weight variation of mice during treatment (grey area) and follow-up.  



 

The unique biological properties of the BM environment make it a preferential niche for 

aggressive NB cell dissemination. At the moment of diagnosis, 50% of NB patients show 

disease dissemination to distal sites (12). Among these, BM represents the most common 

site for NB cell dissemination, and its infiltration at diagnosis and relapse is a hallmark of 

stage 4 disease (159).  The BM niche is therefore critical for both tumor staging and 

therapeutic purposes (77, 78). NB tumors with disseminated disease still represent a clinical 

challenge despite advances in treatment strategies. Even though the understanding of the 

biology underlying NB pathogenesis has grown considerably over the last decade, the 

mechanisms behind the aggressive behavior of BM disseminated disease are still largely 

unknown. In this thesis, we focused on the major reservoir of high-risk disseminated NB, the 

BM, and its role as an oncogenic environment. We aimed to identifying molecular 

mechanisms that play a critical role in NB survival and tumor progression in the BM niche, 

and could represent novel therapeutic targets for more tailored NB treatment strategies. 

In order to accomplish our primary goal, we first proceeded with the development of an in 

vitro BM model that recapitulated critical features such as the secretome and the low oxygen 

levels found in the BM microenvironment of NB patients (BM tumor microenvironment (BM-

TME). To this end, we combined CMs obtained from patient-derived BM cell cultures with 

the intrinsic low oxygen levels and NB cells. The strategy of using CM for modelling TME is 

endorsed by several research articles in the field that reported how CMs improved tumor 

cell survival and proliferation, similar to the effects obtained with direct contact between 

tumor and stromal cells (188). These effects were mediated by the BM secretome, 

recapitulated in these studies in the form of CM. Generally, CMs are obtained after 

purification and expansion of specific stromal cell types such as endothelial cells or MSCs, 

thus lacking the complex heterogenic cell population present within the BM-TME (188, 266, 

273).  In our study, we obtained CMs from NB patient’s BM primary cells directly cultured 

and expanded in vitro. Our strategy permitted to us to mimic more closely the heterogenic 

and complex cell population of the BM and induce a mesenchymal cell population 

enrichment (274). The analysis of the secretome of CMs showed important similarities with 

BM patient-derived plasma samples, specifically for cytokines such as MCP-1, IL-1ra, IL-6, 

IL-8, MIF and PAI-1. Among these, IL-6, IL-8 and PAI-1 are known to affect BM homeostasis 



promoting inflammation and osteoclastogenesis, which favor NB progression in this niche 

(see Introduction Section 4.3) (161, 186, 275). CMs obtained from NB cells incubated alone 

or with BM tumor cells, mimicking an infiltrated BM environment, showed high levels of 

macrophage migration inhibitory factor (MIF), an inflammatory cytokine. Previous studies 

have reported expression of MIF in NB cells and similar secretion levels in CMs derived from 

BM-MSCs (188). However, despite MIF is known to be secreted by NB cell lines, its role in 

maintenance and expansion of NB cells in the BM niche has never been studied (226, 227).  

Based on our preliminary results, we performed an analysis of the MIF pathway using 

diverse publicly available gene expression datasets including high-risk NB tumor samples, 

as well as samples enriched with BM-derived disseminated NB tumors cells. We observed 

that differential expression of MIF and its receptors were significantly associated with NB 

patient outcome. Specifically, high expression of MIF and one of its receptors, CXCR4, were 

associated with poor outcome of patients with high-risk disseminated NB tumors. On the 

other hand, high expression of CD74, an alternative MIF receptor, CD44 and CXCL12 were 

found to be associated with low-risk tumors and favorable outcomes. These findings 

underpinned MIF as a relevant cytokine, potentially involved in NB aggressive behavior.  

MIF is a pleiotropic cytokine that plays a key role in several diseases, including cancer (219). 

Previous studies have shown that MIF expression is associated with undifferentiated tumors 

promoting angiogenic signals, MYCN gene expression and contributed to immune 

evasion (227). We tested the effect of our BM-model secretome, in the form of CMs, on the 

malignant behavior of NB cells. Our results showed that CMs were able per se to induce an 

increase of LAN-1 and SH-SY5Y NB cell proliferation. Interestingly, both cells lines are 

derived from infiltrated BM samples of patients with stage 4 disease (251). On the other 

hand, this response was not observed with IMR5, a cell line derived from a primary 

abdominal NB tumor mass, and not from a metastatic site (57). Borriello L. et al. previously 

observed that metastatic NB cell lines CHLA-255 (origin: brain metastasis) and SK-N-SH 

(origin: BM dissemination) displayed increased tumorigenicity in vitro when exposed to 

purified BM-MSC secretome (188). Our results point to a selective protumorigenic effect of 

CMs for BM derived NB cells, probably because these cells display, or acquire, a potential 

for interaction with BM elements. These properties confer to BM disseminated NB cells the 

potential to respond better to BM microenviroment factors. 



Oxygen is a critical component of the BM niche. The hypoxic environment that characterizes 

the BM niche is considered to be necessary for maintenance of normal physiological function 

and self-renewal of stem cells. Our in vitro model mimicked both secreted molecular factors 

as well as the hypoxic environment, offering thus a more comprehensive model of the BM, 

more appropriate to study interactions between NB cells and the BM niche. We observed 

how CMs and hypoxic conditions promoted cell viability of MYCN amplified cells LAN-1 and 

IMR5, but did not affect the non-amplified SH-SY5Y cell line. HIF-1α has been reported 

preferentially expressed in MYCN-amplified NB cell lines and tumors, where it contributes 

to NB aggressiveness. Our findings support that interplay between MYCN and HIF-1α 

contributes to NB aggressiveness, particularly in MYCN amplified cells (276).  

In response to our BM-based model, LAN-1 and SH-SY5Y cells increased CXCR4 

expression in cell membrane and promoted activation of the PI3K/AKT and MAPK/ERK 

signaling pathways. The increment of CXCR4 has previously been described in NB cell lines 

exposed to immortalized MSC secretome (266). These results suggest that secretome 

released by the mesenchymal fraction expanded in our BM culture could be boosting the 

CXCR4 levels in NB cells.  Importantly, Zhang L. et al. described that CMs derived from BM 

and liver stroma cells increased CXCR4 levels in LAN-5 and NUB-7 (both BM-derived NB 

cell lines), whereas these changes were not observed when using bone, adrenal gland or 

lung stroma-derived CMs (277). Low oxygen levels also trigger CXCR4 expression in 

several cell types, including NB cell lines (175, 273, 278). In normal BM homeostasis, the 

stabilization of HIF-1α by a hypoxic environment increases CXCR4 levels in HSCs, 

promoting their retention within the niche (279, 280). In our BM-model, hypoxia also up-

regulated CXCR4 levels in LAN-1 cells, suggesting that some neuroblastic cells may behave 

like HSCs upon exposure to the similar environment. 

On the other hand, membrane levels of MIF receptor CD74 were not increased by any 

condition in our BM-based model, suggesting a minor role of this pleiotropic receptor in the 

NB response to BM environment. However, since CD74 has alternative functions in MIF-

related intracellular signaling, its potential role in NB biology cannot be dismissed and needs 

to be further explored (281). 

The increment of CXCR4 on the surface of NB cells is widely associated with diverse tumor 

aggressive properties like cell proliferation, migration and invasion, and usually related to 

CXCL12 signaling (166, 167, 170, 266, 277). In our study, we observed a lack of CXCL12 



in the CMs. Nonetheless, the increased levels of CXCR4 induced by our BM-derived CMs 

improved cell viability and induced colony spread out morphology, suggesting that the 

aggressive phenotypes were not dependent on the presence of this extracellular cytokine in 

the environment (169, 171). Moreover, LAN-1 cells showed increased migration capacity 

when exposed to CM-BM/NB, and its combination with hypoxia promoted cellular invasion 

and chemo-attraction. The enhanced viability, migration and invasion, observed particularly 

with CM-BM/NB led us to the hypothesis that the aggressive phenotypes could be triggered 

by MIF signaling through its receptor CXCR4 (177). 

Different studies reported that ectopic CXCL12 signaling does not attract CXCR4+ NB cell 

lines by Transwell invasion assays neither in normoxia nor hypoxic conditions (171, 175, 

266).  In line with our hypothesis, we suggest that the reduced cellular motility reported by 

these studies could be due to the absence of extracellular MIF signaling. In different cancer 

types, the axis CXCR4/MIF is a critical autocrine pathway linked to tumor progression (180, 

182, 183, 270). CXCR4/MIF signaling promotes neovascularization, migration and invasion 

phenotypes in colorectal cancer, non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) and glioblastoma (180, 

182, 183). In fact, exposure of SH-SY5Y cells to exogenous MIF up-regulated genes 

involved in cell proliferation and migration by increasing BDNF production and AKT signaling 

(229, 230, 282). In a chick developmental model, extracellular MIF has recently been 

identified as a potent chemoattractant for trunk neural crest cells towards dorsal root ganglia, 

a plausible locus for neuroblastoma origin (283, 284). Altogether, these results support the 

presence of high extracellular MIF as a potential autocrine mediator promoting aggressive 

NB behavior in an environment that up-regulates CXCR4 levels in NB cell lines. 

In addition to the in vitro functional experiments, we also aimed to explore whether BM 

environment could enhance NB progression in vivo. In order to mirror the effects promoted 

by our BM-derived CMs, we subcutaneously co-injected NB and BM cells preserving the 

same ratio (1:1) and expansion protocol used to generate CM-BM/NB in an athymic nude 

mice xenograft model. The presence of BM cells promoted early tumor cell implantation 

reducing engraftment time, thus correlating with the increased aggressive behavior 

observed in vitro. Borriello L. et al. reported similar results in vivo by the co-injection of NB 

cell lines with an increased fraction of stromal cells (NB/BM-MSC ratio 1:4), achieving lower 

engraftment times and also lower survival rates of the mouse models. Altogether, these 

results emphasized the importance of the BM-TME facilitating tumor initial adaptation and 

sustaining the progression of NB tumor growth in vivo (188). The co-injection of NB cells 



with BM cells did not modify LAN-1 metastatic behavior. On this regard, Borriello L. et al. did 

not report any metastatic event in their NB:BM-MSC co-injection study (188).  

MIF autocrine signaling is known to retain tumor cells in the BM, and its downregulation has 

been found to promote the development of extramedullary engraftment in multiple myeloma 

(270). Altogether, our result and others suggested that the axis CXCR4/MIF could enhance 

early NB implantation and invasion while retaining the tumor cells within the BM niche. This 

pro-tumor and pro-retention signaling would contribute to the progression of the 

disseminated lesion in the BM niche. 

As part of the second objective, we sought to test different pharmacological strategies to 

target CXCR4/MIF axis using AMD3100 (CXCR4 inhibitor) and ISO-1 and 4-IPP (MIF 

inhibitors). The compound AMD3100 (Plerixafor) is a well-characterized drug indicated for 

the autologous transplantation of BM cells in patients with hematologic malignances (249). 

AMD3100 promotes HSC mobilization to peripheral blood by blocking the CXCR4 receptor 

impairing the signaling CXCR4/CXCL12 (285). Unexpectedly, despite high-expression 

CXCR4 was associated with NB aggressiveness, its inhibition with AMD3100 promoted cell 

viability in a dose-dependent manner. Similar results have been reported previously in Ewing 

sarcoma cell lines, where CXCR4 inhibition with AMD3100 activated compensatory 

signaling cascades involving different tyrosine kinases receptors that promoted malignant 

proliferation (267). These results discourage preclinical studies with Plerixafor, as a single 

agent against disseminated NB tumors.   

We then explored two different MIF inhibition drugs, ISO-1 and 4-IPP. ISO-1 has been 

formerly tested in NB whereas, to our knowledge, this is the first time that 4-IPP is evaluated 

as an anticancer drug against NB cells. Hwan Bae S et al. demonstrated that, after a hypoxic 

insult, the neuroprotective effect of MIF over SH-SY5Y cells could be reversed with ISO-1 

treatment (229). We selected the 4-IPP compound instead of ISO-1 based on the higher 

cytotoxicity that we observed against NB cells. These cytotoxic differences could be related 

to the higher MIF inhibition activity achieved by 4-IPP, being 10 times more potent than ISO-

1 (241).  

To approach the potential role of CXCR4/MIF signaling over the aggressive behavior 

promoted by our BM-model, we used sub-lethal concentrations of 4-IPP and AMD3100. 

Remarkably, 5 µM of 4-IPP impaired cellular viability specifically enhanced by our BM-based 

model without affecting the control group. Inhibition of CXCR4 with AMD3100 displayed a 



similar trend. We also showed that treatment with sub-lethal concentration of 4-IPP reduced 

cell migration and abrogated cell invasion when exposed to CM-BM/NB together with 

hypoxia. Previous studies have demonstrated that 4-IPP decreased the invasive ability of 

bladder cancer cells and reduced migratory capacity of rhabdomyosarcoma cells (239, 286). 

Altogether, these findings supported our hypothesis that the aggressive behavior of NB cells 

promoted by BM model was in part mediated by the CXCR4/MIF axis.  

In addition to aggressive phenotypes promoted by our BM model, we aimed to explore 

whether this environment could benefit NB cells in terms of drug response. The BM is known 

to act as NB reservoir for tumor relapses, being this storage associated with quiescent and 

chemoresistant tumor clones (77). Upon exposure to CM-BM/NB, LAN-1 cells diminished 

chemotherapy response to doxorubicin and etoposide, both drugs used in NB treatment 

protocols. The combination with sub-lethal concentrations of 4-IPP treatment reverted LAN-

1 drug sensitivity, supporting an important role of MIF over NB chemo-sensitivity. In fact, 

MIF signaling promotes drug resistance in different tumor types, including NB and other 

developmental tumors (182, 228, 239, 270). In multiple myeloma, combination treatment 

with 4-IPP enhanced melphalan toxicity, particularly when tumor cells where co-cultured 

with BM stromal cells (270). 

In our hands, 4-IPP treatment was found to be selective for NB cells and not cytotoxic 

against primary BM cells. This finding was relevant, since limited or no treatment-related 

toxicities would be expected in patients’ BM cells, supporting 4-IPP as a compound of 

interest for targeted inhibition of MIF in the context of NB BM disease. 

More than 50% of high-risk patients develop recurrent NB, often from BM-MRD. Overall, our 

results underpinned MIF as an important mediator in NB progression within the BM niche. 

Based on these evidences, we explored whether inhibition of MIF with 4-IPP could be 

therapeutically effective against a MRD xenograft model. Our preliminary data showed that 

treatment with 4-IPP as a single agent delayed tumor growth and improved survival 

as compared to vehicle group. These results are consistent with a previous study where 

single treatment with 4-IPP delayed melanoma tumor growth in a syngeneic murine models, 

even though 4-IPP did not increase mice survival (287). In NB mouse models, SK-N-DZ 

cells transfected with an antisense MIF expression vector reported a strong reduction of 

tumor growth in a xenograft model in BALB/c nude mice (225). Furthermore, the combination 

of 4-IPP with chemotherapeutic or targeted agents in vivo was effective against myeloma 



multiple in different studies (245, 270). These results reinforced MIF as a critical signaling 

molecule in NB progression and a targetable protein to be further explored.  

 

MIF has a strong influence over inflammation and immune evasion, therefore we next 

explored the effect of 4-IPP in combination with the monoclonal antibody dinutuximab that 

targets GD2, a disialogangloside expressed on the surface of NB cells. Once the antibody 

recognizes the GD2 antigen, the cells of the immune system are able to lyse the target cells. 

Dinutuximab is a clinically approved immunotherapeutic approach against MRD in high-risk 

NB (268, 288). In our in vivo model the combination treatment with 4-IPP and dinutuximab 

did not ameliorate the antitumor effect observed in mice treated with 4-IPP alone.  In NB, 

dinutuximab is generally given together with cytokines such as granulocyte macrophage 

colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) and interleukin-2 (IL-2) in order to enhance the patient’s 

immune response. In multiple myeloma, the combination of 4-IPP together with GM-CSF 

has shown cooperative effects activating antitumor M1-like macrophages in NSG mice 

(271). Since NB immunotherapy protocols include GM-CSF, the addition of this immune 

stimulatory factor could represent a key stimulatory partner to enhance the antitumor effect 

of 4-IPP in combination with dinutuximab (82). However, more adequate mice models 

should be considered since our experiment was performed in athymic nude mice, a strain 

lacking adaptive immunity (T and B cells), which could likely limit the efficacy of the 

combinatory treatment. 

 

Different limitations are present in this thesis and must be considered. First, the expansion 

of patient-derived BM cultures and the production of CMs should be ideally performed under 

hypoxia, as they would better mimic tissue homeostasis. In fact, Nakahara F et al. 

demonstrated that the ability of BM-MSC to maintain HSC niche factors is rapidly impaired 

ex vivo in normoxia. This observation could explain the lack of CXCL12 in our BM-derived 

CMs (289). Secondly, we focused our study on the cytokines released by our CMs; however, 

additional extracellular mediators such as microvesicles and exosomes are probably present 

in our CMs and could be linked with NB infiltration in the BM niche (290-292). Third, in order 

to fully demonstrate the importance of CXCR4/MIF signaling in NB biology, we should 

genetically down-regulate CXCR4 and MIF expression using shRNA or CRISPR techniques 

and subsequently perform functional studies with our CMs and drug inhibitors. In addition, 

the administration of exogenous MIF and CXCL12 in vitro could better demonstrated its 

effects over NB cell aggressiveness. Finally, despite its limitations in translational 



application, 4-IPP treatment should be tested in a BM orthotopic NB mouse model instead 

of using MRD or bulk-based subcutaneous tumor models.  

In summary, our findings provide new understanding of the contribution of BM 

microenvironment to high-risk NB aggressive behavior. By using a newly established BM-

model, our results suggest that relationship between the BM microenvironment and NB cells 

is mediated, in part, by the CXCR4/MIF signaling axis. Furthermore, our results suggested 

that MIF could represent a therapeutic target for the treatment of patients with high-risk NB. 

However, MIF inhibition needs to be further explored in more adequate and comprehensive 

preclinical studies.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The main conclusions of this study are: 

1 Conditioned media generated from NB cell lines and fresh primary patient BM-derived 

cell cultures together with low O2 tension provided relevant factors that recapitulated, 

in part, the BM microenvironment of patients with NB infiltration.  

2 This in vitro model enabled the identification of the cytokine MIF as a potential 

mediator for NB survival and progression in the BM niche.  

3 Differential gene expression levels of both MIF and the receptor CXCR4 were related 

with NB patient outcome. High expression of MIF was significantly associated with 

disseminated high-risk NB, being particularly high in disseminated tumors with MYCN 

amplification. 

4 The BM-like features of our model obtained from the interaction between BM and NB 

cells in hypoxic conditions, enhanced cellular viability, migration, invasion and drug 

resistance of high-risk NB cells.  

5 In response to BM microenvironment, the autocrine signaling CXCR4/MIF axis could 

benefit NB progression in the marrow niche. 

6 The pharmacological targeting of MIF and CXCR4 with specific compounds such as 

4-IPP and AMD3100, impaired the malignant behavior of NB cell promoted by our in 

vitro BM environment. 

7 The pharmacological targeting of MIF with 4-IPP, sensitized BM disseminated NB 

cells to clinically available chemotherapeutic drugs. 

8 Treatment with the MIF inhibitor 4-IPP impaired NB tumor growth in LAN-1 xenograft 

models by delaying tumor progression and improving survival. 
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